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A good deal of media literature is devoted t o  construct media taxonomics 
whick try to match media to different learning situations. this s tudy is an 
atteinPt to illuminate the roles that television can play as a facilitator of  
learning in distance education. Speci&l emphasis is given to the use of 
television in the British Open University. The intention o f this study is to 
l  llearn from the British Open University its strategies for the effective use of 
television, so as to shed some light on developing learning through television 
in Hong hong.
Analyses in time study is based on primary and secondary sources of 
information. On the basis of secondary sources concerned w ith te levision 
learning in general, the theoretical foundation 0or understanding television 
learning is constructed. With policy papers, research find ing's and p rogramme 
evaluation data from the British Open University serving as primary sources of 
information, the factors affecting the effectiveness of television learning at 
a distance is identified.
From the experience o f  the British Open University, it is found that 
television can be used effectively for learning* purposes in d istance education, 
but not. until it can overcome some otstacies. The effectiveness of 
instructional television at the British Open University has been undermined by 
difficulties with transmission arrangement, the control characterist i cs of 
broadcasting television and student inability t o  use telev ision m a terials. For 
television to be used effectively in a distance learning context, the Bri tish 
Open University has used the following strategies : (1) it develops student’s 
skills for learning from television; (2) i» provides substantial study guides
ABSTRACT
i
2for television programmes;(3)it improves the structure of the television
programmes;and (4)it develops learning from television thraugh vidvo
cassettes.
As the study findings support the use of television in the British open
university,it is clear that television can aiso serve a useful function in
developing distance learning in Hong Kong.In the light of the practical
ecperience of the British Open University,the solid guideline for the
effective use of television in Hong Kong is outlined.
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1CHAPTER ONE
lNTRODUCTION
For many years the demand and the need, both perceived and actual, for ishc
expansion of opportunities in tertiary education have been manifest all over
the world. During the last twenty years, in many countries at diverse levels
of economic development, a significant amount of effort and time have been
invested in considering the possibility of expanding the provision of higher
education. In Hong Kong, this demand was recognized in the Report No. 1 of' the
Education Commission which stated- We are, however, very much aware of the
demand for more tertiary level opportunities and consider that alternative
forms of attendance should be developed to allow for an expansion of
opportunities at the tertiary level.
For the Visiting Panel which make recommendations for the development of
education in Hong Kong, access to education for all at any period of life...
ought to be a basic tenet. The Panel stressed the importance of providing
second chances for people beyond school age to further their education.
The growing importance of adult education in a society like Hong Kong is
generally recognized by educators here. In July 1983, the. Secretary for
Education and Manpower wrote to the Chairman of the University and Polytechnic
Grants Conm]ittee (hereafter the U. P. G. C.) asking that funding body to consider
fully the question of an Open University in Hong Kong. After considering the
feasibility of setting up an open university modelled after the. United Kingdom
Open University (hereafter the UKOU) the U. P.G.C. did not recommend the
establishment. of such an institution. According, to the 11. P. G. C., the
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establishment of an institution such as the UKOU is inhibited by factors SUJ-h
as: (1) the necessary academic and technical expertise required to staff such
an institution could not be found in Hong Kong (2) the cost of bi-lingual
preparation of teaching material would be excessively expensive and (3) most
students would not have an appropriate study environment at home.
However, while it did not recommend the establishment of an open university
the U.P.G.C. strongly favoured the development of open education in Hong Kong.
in its report to the Commission, the U.P.G.C. stated:
We do recommend that a high priority is given as soon as
possible to the development of what-we will term `open education'.
By `open education' we do not irnply a single method or system of
education or training provided through an institution devoted to
reaching non-traditional students. We include distances learni np
by correspondence courses combined as appropriate with radio and
television progranunes, part-time attendance at existing recognised
institutions, external degree and diploma programmes offered by a
university, polytechnic or recognised college and short courses
particularly those aimed at providing continuing education. (1)
Moreover, the U.P.G.C. considered that open education should not be
f)' rceived as `special', but as an integral part of higher education. It
recommended that the development of open education should be undertaken by
all the institutions of higher eduCEltl.on and that this development. should hooo
a co-operative and collaborative venture. By implication, the existing higher
education institutions will be expected to play an active role in carrying out
open education. It is therefore imperative for them to consider the possibility
of using existing resources to develop open education in the Hong 'Kong si tutati.or..
Definition of the Problem
EducationDifferent Intervrettions of Distance
3In the last decade, scholars hlave presented many interpretations of
distance education. The theoretical oos:itions from which these interpretations
have been made can be grouped under three headings
(a) Theories of autonomy and independeflce- M G. Moore' s Interpretation
Distance teaching may be defined as the family of instructionnl
methods in which the teaching behaviours are executed apart from
the learning behaviours, including those that in a contiguous
situation would be performed in the learner's presence, so that
communication between the teacher and the learner must be
facilitated by print, electronic, mechnnicral or other devices. (2)
Moore's interpretation points out two basic characteristics of distance
education. First, Moore highlights the fact that distance learning
materials are especially designed for independent Learning by students who do
normally meet the instructional staff. Second, it is also irnportant for
Moore that the use of education technology in distance education helps the
learner to develop effective learning through two-way communication.
In his later article, Moore suggests that distance learning systems should
allow the learner to initiate this two--way communication in order to
encourage autonomy and independence. (3)
(b) Theories of Interaction and Corrununication'SsIolmberg's Interpretation
The term distance education' covers the various forms of study at al l
levels which are not under the continuous, immediate supervision of tutors
present with their students in lecture rooms or on the salve premises, but
which, nevertheless, benefit from the planning, guidance and tuition of a
tutorial organization." (4)
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Holmberg out lines two essential elements of distance education. Firstly,
points out that distance education tolerates the distance between the
instructional staff and the learner. Secondly, he describes that the
practice of distance education relies on the planning and operation of an
education institution.
In addition to the above interpretation of distance education, Jolmberg
also describes it as a guided didactic conversation. (5) He sees that
distance education opens possibilities. for study adapted to individual
needs, wishes and conditions. In the practice of distance education,
students benefit from pre-produced course developed for them and also
from interaction with the tutors and other student support services.
It is this arrangement which Holmberg characterises as guided didactic
conversation.
(c) ThFeory of Industrialisation- Otto Peters' Interpretation
The two interpretations considered so far have some elements in common.
For Otto Peters, however, distance education can be viewed from a
different angle. Peters thinks distance education can best be understc:,:.f
in the following way
"Distance teaching/education is a method of imparting knowledge,
skills and attitudes which'is rationalised by the application
of division of labour and organisational principles as well as
by the extensive use of technical media, especially for the
purpose of reproducing high quality teaching 'materials which
makes it possible to instruct great numbers Of Students of
the same time wherever they live. It is an industrialised
form of teaching and learning." (6)
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According to Peters, distance education and conventional education are two
separable forms of education. Conventional education is based on personal
communication while distance education is based on industrialised and
technological communication. Distance education can be understood as an
industrialised form of education in that it emphasizes the mechanisation
and automation of teaching methodology. The effectiveness of instruction
in distance education also depends greatly on prior planning and
organization.
Between teacher and learner in a distance education context, Peters
concludes that their relationship is being controlled by technological
rules, maintained by emotion-free language, and based on a limited
possibility of analysing students' needs and giving them directions. (7)
This differs markedly from the teacher and learner relationship in a
conventional context of education, which is dominated by personal
interaction.
Taking into consideration the points presented by the three
interpretations, we can say that distance education has the followi
major characteristics Firstly, it allows separation of teacher and
learner imposed by distance. Secondly, it develops learning through
technical media which allows two-way communication. Thirdly, it is
an institutionalized and industrialised educational form and thus
it is different from private study.
Characteristics of Distance Learning Nlethod
Fro.n the three different interpretations of distance education, it is
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clear that distance education denotes the forms of study not led by teacher:
present in classrooms out supported by tutors and an insti.tut.i on at cl dis Lance
from the students. Bascially, in a distance learning situation, the student
work on their own and develop learning through self--instructional course
materials specially prepared by a distance education institutions:
(a) Indirect communication through pre--produced learning package
As far as learning methods are concerned, learning at a distance can bc:
distinguished as an indirect communication between teacher and learner by
means of pre-produced learning packages. Obviously, the primary
information channel in conventional learning is classroom :eaching. In
distance learning the channel is usually replaced by specially prepared
self-instructional materials. The separation of teacher and learning
results to low degree of direct teaching. Therefore, learning at a
distance have to exploit all other possible methods of communication.
In the mode of distance learning, the student does not come to the
teaching institution for instruction conversely, it is the 1 aching
institutionthat reaches out to the student by means of pre-producf d
teaching materials. It is a complete reversal of the traditional method of
teaching and learning and therefore a new educational experience-
(b) Course Teiwn Approach
Unlike. teachers in conventional teaching, distance oducators are faced
with the very difficult task of having to cornrmurlcate with students at
distance. In the classroom, a skilled teacher czm discern whct.lhrer
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students are attending and whetheC they are absorbing the information
being presented. When distance educators transmit inform tion via printed
words or technical media, they are unable to ascertain rhether the le rn c
is absorbing the information or being overwhelmed in confusion and
consternation. As distance educators do not have the benefit of face-to--
face interaction with their learner, the challenge is therefore far
greater than for those who provide traditional instruction. In view of
this limitation, instructional materials for distance learning must be
rigorously designed, systematically prepared and carefully evaluated.
Since the production demands abundant resources, both material and human,
and requires long term planning, a large scale distance learning system
such as the UKOU requires a course team to undertake this important task.
In the course team approach, learning materials are devised and controlled
by a team of academic staff, educational technologists and media producers.
The course team is primarily concerned with the design and production of
course materials. The members of the team structure courses, select
course and unit objectives, and match objectives, teaching materials, and
test items. Such an approach to course development might be considered
appropriate in the UKOU because its large-scale operation can justify the
production cost involved.
(c) Distance Learning Situation
The use of ready-made learning materials maI es cdi.s Lance learning inherently
more individualized than the conventional face-to-face method The
student may learn whenever he mnnts and wherever be wanls: he may also
learn at his own pace. He learns, therefore, in the way and at the pace
which is most suitable to him since he controls his own learning
situations.
On the negative side, however, distance learning can be a lonely
endeavour. The student does not learn in a wholly supportive atmosphere.
In the conventional mode, classroom learning situation is itself supportive
of the learning process. In the distance learning situation, the immediate
feedback available for the face-to-face learning model is entirely absent.
The supportive environment of the peer group is also lacking while the
maintenance of the individual's confidence is difficult to establish. It
is therefore vital that institutions of distance education provide their
students with guidance for developing a sound strategy for learning at a
distance.
Major Differences between Conventional Education and Distance Education
As is clear from the foregoing survey of the fundamental aspects of
distance education, major differences exist between conventional education
and distance education. They are juxtaposed in the following table to
provide an extensive comparison of the various aspects of these two
different approaches to education:i.
TADIE I : MAJOR DIFFERENCES BETWEEN CONVENTIONAL EDUCATION
AND DISTANCE EDUCATION
ISSUES CONVENTIONAL EDCCATION DISTANCE EDUCATION
Students relatively homogeneous
same location
always present in the
education institution
relatively dependent learner
usually guided by teachers
in classroom situation
are surrounded by familiar
cues associated with learning
- exDerience limited degree of
freedom in the arrangement of
learning activities
- low willingness and ability
to work without direct
superivision









designed to serve other
purpose (distractors)
experience high degree of
freedom
high willingness and
ability to work without
direct supervision
Teachers - teachers teach
exercise high degree of
control on pedagogical
st ruet uring, ins t ruetiona]
d es i gn, ex e cu t i o n an d
evaluation of the topics
taught
institutions t each
those jobs may be assigned
to other staff and division
of labour is necessary
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personality arid idiosyncracir personalit y is played down
are key to effective teaching and specialised course
development skill I is needed
- possible direct control of teacher's influence is
learner by teacher indirect
Learning can be of low didactic nigh didactic standard
Materials standard (well organized, clear,
etc.)
linking of learning materials this link is at the centre
to learning is automatically of the organizational
set up during the teaching/ structure
learning process
higher guarantee that no guarantee the learning
learning will occur after the will occur
dispatch of learning material
to students
Course low star-Ling cosLj high s tart up costs
DeveIopment high student variable cos is low student variable costs
relatively complex,rel.aatively simple procedures
procedures
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Communication - face-to-face - media hased
Pattern immediate, personal contact - contact through media,
between learner and teacher occasionally supported by
face-to-face meeting
need not be planned and - usually highly planned,
structured to last detail structured, tested andl
improved
- mixture of cues (personal, heavy emphasis on the
content-related, transmission of content
organization-related) (dependent upon languasge)
informal and personal largely formal and
impersonal
convey both verbal and nonverbal information is
nonverbal information relatively impossible
can readily adapt the rnessag the flow of information
to the momentary df-,fails of could not easily modify
the situation
- personal relationship can person al relationship is
moderate learning of little importance
Wide opportunities exist for few opportunities exist
imitation, identification for imitation,
learning identification rear nin
possible irunediate emission a delay between emission of
of responses by learners and responses by learners and,















strictly task-orientted and 
abstract (suallyy w r itten) 
feedback w h ich can be
beneficial if thel earner
has strong m aturity
local backup, needed to 
m i n i m i s e drop -out 
problem of response time 
need to be met 
occasional face to face 
instruction
- increases problems of  
validity and reliability
— cheating is possjible ■
Ortrattisat ien 
fdminis t--
‘fft^ .^ ^ ^^ely m a if-scale
ai-nir fit rat ion









cont.ro Lied by mechunlived
and aueomated process





labour in te n sive
related to student numbers











The materials for the above table can be traced back in various
The most important are:
Anthony Kaye and Grevill Humble (eds.). Distance Learning for Higher and A» lui t
Educat ion, (London: Groom Helm, 1980).
and Copley and Kahn, Distance EducaI ion and Distance Learn Log: Some
Psychological Considerations". Distance Education, 4. (No.1.)
Models of Pistance Edueation at a tJn1vers11y Leve1
A typology which distinguishes between autonomous distance learning
systems separating as institutions in their own right and those which operate
as the distance learning wing of a conventional educational institution has
recently been developed by Neil. (8) In his study, he indent .if ies an
institution as an autonomous organization on the basis of four key areas of
control: finance, examination and accreditation, curriculum and materials, and
delivery and student support systems. (9)
(a) University Extension which Provides Distance Education Facilities
University extension services usually takes on several forms. To
b e gin wit h, distance e du c a tion unit within a c onventio na1 u niv e rsit y
is specially established to both design and administer the courses
teaching at a distance. Examples of this type include: (1) The external
studies department at the University of Queensland, Australia; (2) The
independent study divisions of the Extension Colleges of Universities in
America and Canada; and (3) The distance education unit in the Pun,jab
University, India. Secondly, there are conventional universities which
accept both internal and external students. The academic staff of the
conventional universities are responsible for teaching both .internal and
external students. The distance learning materials are devised by the
staff who teach internally in equivalent courses. A central non-academic
administrative unit is established to administer the external programme.
Most Australian Universities carry out this integrated mode. The University
of Zambia in Africa also falls within this category. Thirdly, another
category of university extension model is mut 1 i-inst ,i tut ionai system which
accepts both internal and external students. Some externa] students may be
internal students at other insttutions. The system also has the
responsibility for the examination and accredit ion of its internal ard
external courses. Students from other institutions sit for the same
examination but receive accred.i t ion from their own institutions. An
example of this kind of model is found in New Zealand where the Massey
University provides distance education to students at all other New
Zealand universities. Students of other New Zealand universities may
credit Massey courses towards a degree from their home' university.
The university extension model mainly aims at relatively smaller
populations and makes no attempt to cover the whole country. Course
development in this model is less professional and no full industrial
procedures take place. Course materials are used to increase educational
opportunities in the community, and are considered as substitutes for
face-to-face sessions. As the extension services are intended to serve
only a small group of students, perhaps 50 to 100, the course designer
is often expected to serve as course tutor as well. As a result, the
course developed can be in guided didactic approach which can guide the
student to facilitate problem- solving learning'. Also, since the course
designer can also act as tutor, teaching and learning can be conducted in
a more personalised way, which may make up for some disadvantages brought
on by pre-produced course materials. As far as cost-effectiveness is
concerned, Sheath has found out that, on the whole, small-scale extension
approach does not differ significantly from the conventional mode of
education. (10) As small-scale model tends to favour individual approach,
the cost, will be certainly higher.
(b) Distance Study Universtities
Bascia 11 y, the autonomous institution solely and especially for externa!.
students are the most common distance study universities. There are two
different types of autonomous distance study university. First, the
autonomous, centrally controlled distance study universities teach
solely at a distance. They develop their own curriculum, design their c .n
teaching' materials and determine their own delivery and student support
systems. The Open University in United Kingdom and the Everyman's
University in Isreal are institutions of this kind. Second, the
autonomous, decentralised distance study universities share the
characteristics of the preceding' group, but have a lower degree of control
over their delivery and student support systems, which are administered by
associated centres. The Universidad Vacional de Education a Distancia in
Spain, and the Central Broadcasting' and Television University in China are
institutions of this kind.
Besides, the autonomous institution under a management board which also
supervizes the management of conventional universities is another model,
of distance study university. The Tele-university in Quebec, which operates
under the University of Quebec Board of Governors, is an example of this
approach. The Board also oversees the management of some of the campuses
of the University of Quebec.
The distance study universities model makes extensive use of what. Peters
calls 'industrial methods' to develop distance learning materials by
course teams for a large group of several hundreds or even it thousand
students. The industrial approach allows a kind of mass production
through an economical and professional way to develop pre—produced courses.
One of the main characteristics of this model is the role of course teem.
According to the first Vice-Chancellor of the Open. University, Walter
Perry, course team is one of the most important and far-reaching concepts
oi the UKOU which will become more and more widely used all over the
world. (11) The course team approach is usually considered an excellent
innovation; but this approach has its obvious limitations. As Holmberg
points out:
There can bo little doubt that a big course team for each
course with a number of different specialists is advantageous
.in providing for the best expertise available for all the
various tasks involved. However, it may lead to a de-personalizod
style of presentation contrary to the style of didactic conversation
and may tend to support the presentation of learning matter as
ready-made systems rather than guides to problem-solving. (12)
The Problems of Learning at A Distance
Along with its rapid development, distance education has also employed a
variety of models of instruction. In systems such as the UKOU, centrally
produced multi-media courses are taken by large numbers of students, whereas
in most American independent learning projects the approach i.s to allow
individual students to define their own curricula. Obviously, students in
systems pursuing different aims will face different problems. The major
concern here is the problems encountered in the mu.l ti-media mode of the
distance learning because it has been proven to be the most cost-effective
approach.
(a) Student Autonomy or Institutional Control
In the large scale distance learning system, economic and admin istrati•
considerations warrant distance learning materials to be made centrally by
course teams. It is an institutional based approach which not only gives the
course teejn such a central role, but also gives the distance educators more
control of what the student does, how he learns, and in what order he learns.
As in the UKOU, the course team decides the content of courses. Thus,
what the student learns is actually chosen by the institution. Some have
criticised this particular approach because it places so much value on
efficiency, cost-effectiveness, product orientation, and market ability of
the product at the expense of diversity, individuality, autonomy, and a
humanistic approach. (13)
(b) Individual-Oriented or Group-Oriented Pacing Mechanisms
In distance learning, pacing takes I lie form of group-oriented or
individual-oriented pacing mechanisms. (14) Older forms of distance
education usually avoided pacing so as to give the student greater
flexibility. For the large scale and complex distance learning
systems, they tend to adopt group-oriented pacing mechanisms such
as fixed dates for course enrolment, broadcasts, assignment returns and
tutorials. A frequent reason is to facilitate the use of broadcasting
networks to enrich and expand instructional possibilities. Television
and radio programmes become important elements in this pacing strategy.
In general, students learning at a distance might prefer individualised
pacing which gives them much greater control over the arrangement cv! their
study time. However, the costs and administrative arrangements required
for the implementation of this pacing strategy, as well as the constraints
it imposes on the system, often make the option impracticable. It is
conuiion practice for distance learning programmes to encourage students! -j
continue with a course by using some form of group pacing, although it is
understood that some constraints will be imposed on the students. As
Daniel and Marquis point out, pacing is a question fraught with
ideological issues and pregnant with practical administrative
problems. (15)
(c) Learning Activities: Independent Or Interactive
The essential challenge for distance learning systems is to achieve a
cost-effective balance between independent learning and interactive
activities. Independent learning which allows economics of scale in the
production of materials, gives student more flexibility. Interactive
act ivieies are cost 1 y t o ar ran ge. 11 may a 1 s o dec re as e f 1 ex ibili t y .for
the student. However, it has the advantage of bringing the student into
contact with other people and give him more active involvement. (16)
As Sewart suggests, the interactive support covers the way in which the
student as an individual fits the new knowledge into his own peculiar
pre-existing framework and into his everyday life style. (17)
Clearly, an effective distance learning package should not be limited
solely to the dissemination of information. It should embody some aspects
of interactive activities. However, there is an overwhelming tendency
within the field of distance education to offer learning materials from the
standpoint of the institution teaching at a distance, rather than from the
standpoint of the student learning at. a distance. Again, Sewart point.s
out that for obvious academic reasons distance learning packages embrace
the subject matter, and, for equally obvious economic and practical

reasons, few of these packages embrace the function of interactive
support. (13) This goes against a widely accepted notion that education
is primarily a learning process on the part of the student rather than an
instructional process on the part of the teacher. Undoubtedly, the
inclusion of properly planned interactive activities can be a help to
the student learning, although they sometimes involve a sizable .increase in
cost.
The Pole of Media in Pistance Learning_System
In order to provide various stimulus and reach a larger number
of students more effectively, distance learning' system employs a wide
range of instructional media and the new technologies of communication.
(a) The Role of Media in Education
Media is seen as means by which student learning' can be developed.
It is commonly held that it can enhance clarity in communication,
provide variety in strategy, extend scope in experience and sustain
motivation in learning. According to Hortin,( L9) the advantages of
using' modern media in education are as follows:
(1) They can make education more productive.
(2) They can make instruction more powerful.
(3) They can give instruction a more scientific basis.
(4) They can make learning more immediate.
(5) They can make learning more interactive.
(6) They can store information until the student is ready to use it.
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(7) They can make education more individual.
(8) They can make access to education more equal.
The results from several studies also favour, specifically, the use o C
audio visual media in education. Bruner points-out that, there is evidence
showing that teaching concepts in i dual way (visually and verbally) leads
to a greater ability to apply the knowledge to new situations. (20) For
Jamison, he demonstrates that since understanding involves imagery, a
greater use of visual methods may help to facilitate learning. (21) Moreover
according to Fleming, a number of experiments have shown how
imagery accompanying verbal presentation helps. the retention of the
information. (22)
(b) The Advantage of Using Audio Visual Media in Distance Learning system
The role of media in classroom learning is to supplement the teacher.,.
In distance learning situation, which entails an indirect communication
between teacher and learner by means of pre-produced learning packages,
media take on a much more important role.
With the rapid development of modern technology and the increase in demon i
for education, audio--visual media is fast becoming the impetus for Liee
development of distance education because of its o-obvious advantages
The first advantage of using media is that it promotes distribution.
One of the main tasks of distance learning system is the distribution
of knowledge. The use of audio-visual media can help the distance
learning system to reach more students and free them from the constrain'
example brpadcasting distribution enables allof time and place For xamle broadcasting enables all
in the community who wish to benefit from distance study to reach the
learning materials. The effective distribution can also help to
increase student enrolments, as the easy access to learning materials
attracts more students to learn at a distance. Second, some media are
cost—effective. for example, a. wel 1—desig'ned audio cassette, integrated
with printed words, is a low-cost,highly effective teaching medium for
self-paced study, with much greater flexibility in allowing a variety of
teaching strategies. Third, in distance learning situation, where
isolated students work alone at home, without a personal tutor or
fellow students immediately available, audio visual media can help
to facilitate effective learning. For example, visual image with
movement presented by television can help to bring reality to the
student and is helpful for learning practical topics. Affective
learning is difficult to stimulate in distance learning situation
where students are separated from teacher and fellow students.
However, bits of dialogue, drama or even tone of voice in speech
from a radio programme or an audio tape can often challenge students
to ponder their opinions, more readily than can printed words. Fourth,
in distance learning situation, it is generally agreed that student
motivation and concentration are difficult to sustain. As audio visual
communication can be more direct, friendly and personal than printed
word, audio visual media can act as motivator which can reduce
isolation and anxiety. In addition, regular broadcasting programmes
can help to sustain student motivation. Finally, with cassettes or
computer-assisted programs, students can try out answers, and get
feedback on their performance. Feedback from cassettes is not
immediate but it can offer an alternative channel for two-way
communication. For computer-aided learning, feedback is pre-
programmed and usually to a certain extent in standard form. Modern
technologies such as CYCLOPS (23). however, create more interaction between
tutor .and student at a distance.
1''olos of Television as a Medium of Instruction
As suggested by Perrin, television can be used to improve the quality of
instruction in at least four areas (24): To begin with, television is
sometimes used to enrich what the teacher is already trying to do. It implies
that the role of television is not essential or crucial, but to provide content
and experiences beyond those required in the curriculum. In this context,
television is only used to provide enrichment and increase the chance of
learning being more effective. Secondly, television is an effective channel
for providing learning resources. Most educators would like to combine
television programmes with other teaching materials. Television is more
frequently used in selected learning situations to which it is peculiarly
adaptated. Television can provide learner with access to resources which would
not be easily accessible to them in other ways. Television can easily bring
the learner to any location in the past, present and future, in the realms of
fact or fiction, reality or fantasy. Even though other ways of presentations
may accomplish the same objective, television can do it more efficiently, i.e.,
in less time, at lower cost or result in a greater proportion of learner
successes. Thirdly, television instruction has been used as an alternative to
traditional classroom instruction. It is used to substitute student-teacher
interaction in settings other than classrooms in study areas, self-
instructional laboratories, even at home and in dormitories. When television
is used for direct teaching, core content and method of instruction are
embodied in the television programme itself. Lastly, television is used for
self-evaluation in mirco-teaching and in many diagnostic situations. Also,
television may be used to present common experiences, either live or recorded,
for group discussion and evaluation.
Moreover, experimental studies illustrate that television materials make
positive contributions to the development of cognitive, psychomotor and
affective learning. As suggested by Hiimnelweit, television programmes can
develop a critical approach to a problem and stimulate discussion. (25) Clark
(26), Plese (27), Thompson (23), Green (29), Mulac (30), McConkey and O'Connor
(31) all demonstrate, in different studies, that television is useful in
developing psychomotor learning. After reviewing' a considerable amount of
literature, Watkins concludes that students can develop affective learning from
television materials. (32) This reinforces Baron and Meyer's finding that
television can effectively help students acquire appropriate societal norms,
develop a healthy self-concept and so on. (33)
In tertiary education, learning involves using the principles of a subject
matter, not just recalling facts. The effectiveness of students' learning is
determined by their comprehension of the basic principles of subject matter and
their ability to apply these principles to new problems. Television as a teaching
medium can provide real-world situations for the practice of applying principles
to new problems. As in the UKOI.J situation, students are expected to analyse the
television materials, using the theoretical or analytic constructs provided in the
the correspondence text; to the real-world situations observed in the television
programmes; to generalise or draw conclusions from the specific instances in the
programmes; to test, evaluate or compare the applicability of general principles
in the text to the real-world instances found in the television programmes.
Mature and Purdose of the Study
Purpose of The Study
In Hong Kong, the problem of how to meet the demand for higher education
has long been with us. The provision of open education seems to be a possible
answer. In addition to their conventional roles, the existing tertiary
institutions are expected to take an active part in the development of open
education. Currently, a range of courses which can be linked to open education
are offered by institutions of higher learning. (34) While further development
of the existing manpower and facilities is imperative, the institutions can, at
this stage, experiment with distance learning in some of the courses which arc
presently offered. Before incorporating distance education into the main
stream of teaching, however, the institutions need to study the credibility of
methods pertaining to learning and teaching at a distance, reflect on experiences
of distance learning around the world, and produce distance learning materials
that will suit local needs.
Although the establishment of an open university modelled on the UKOU is
not recommended, the experience of the UKOU is useful when planning for
the developmentof distance education in Hong Kong. Its evident success in
using audio visual resources is generally considered to be of interest to
those in other countries concerned with the provision of distance education.
It is thus the intention of this study to illuminate the roles that audio
visual resources have played in the development of distance education. Special
emphasis will be given to the use of television in the UKOU, as it is
probably the most widely known and influential model of the use of television
in distance education.
Significance of The Study
In its short existence since 1971, the UKOti has attracted a considerable
amount of interest from other countries. Its deployment of a wide range
of audio visual resources in distance education also makes it a natural
choice for the purpose of this study. The experience of the UKOU should
provide valuable insights for the future development of open education in
Hong Kong. Besides, the UKOU has always closely monitored the
effectiveness of its production and delivery of learning materials and has
introduced many improvements. Whether or not distance education is developed
in Hong Kong' in the near future, the UKOU's experience in using audio
. visual resources will give insig'hts and practical guidelines for
audio visual instruction in existing university teaching. Therefore the
focus of this study is on learning from the UKOfJ for the necessary improvement
and future development of the tertiary education in Hong Kong.
Scone of The Study
This study is an attempt to examine the role of television as a
facilitator of learning' at a distance in the UKOU context. Special emphasis
will be placed on the strategies that, have been used from the inception of
the UKOU in 1971 to the present. The working hypothesis of this study is
that television will be very useful for distance learning provided certain
other criteria and strategies of instruction are used at the same time.
(a) The First Theme
The first theme will establish the role oi television, as a medium-oi
teaching in distance education in general, and in the UKOU in particular.
With the rapid growth of new information technologies, course designer s
have more audio visual media to choose from than ever before. There is
also an urgent need for a comprehensive review of the particular strength
of these me dia in the education a1 con text s o as t o provide c o arse d e sig n ers
with solid guidelines for choosing the appropriate media for their tasks.
(b) The Second Theme
1 n addi tion to icien tiiying the potent!a 1 s of te 1 evision in dis tance
education, strategies for facilitating student learning through
television will also Jds examined. It is probably true to say that
television can be used effectively for learning purposes in distance
education, but not until it can overcome some obstacles. The second
theme of this study will be focused on the kinds of constraints
that the UKOU confronts in using television as a medium of instruction,
and how the UKOU attempts to fully exploit television as an instructional
medium at a distance. Among the strategies used by the UKOU, the
application of video cassettes brings a new dimension to the meaning of
learning through television. Therefore, the educational implications of
video and its roles in the UKOU will also be one of the major concerns in
this study.
(c) The Third Theme
The practical experiences of the UKOU in using television as an
instructional medium should be useful to anyone concerned with the
development of distance education. Thus, this study will also examine
the implications of the UKOU experience on the design and production of
distance learning materials in the Hong Kong situation.
ANALYTICAL APPROACH
At the. UKOU, the criteria for using television are shown to have employed
a pragmatic approach based on experience and programme evaluation, rather than
a general theory of instructional media. The aim of this study is to build up
a deeper understanding of what makes art effective instructional television
programme through an analysis of television learning in the UKOU. Its major
concern is to look for general principles which can be applied to the
development of television learning in the Hong Kong situation. The analysis
will be based on primary and secondary sources of information. Secondary
sources of information used in this study are those obtained from journal
articles on television learning in both higher education and distance
education. The primary sources of data can be traced back to policy papers
issued by the UKOU authorities, research papers presented by the Audio-Visual
Research Group of the Institute of Education Technology in the UKOl:, and UKOU
television programmes available in Hong Kong.
On the basis of the secondary sources of information an attempt is tried
to construct a theoretical framework for understanding how television differs
from other media in the teaching role, when television should be used as
teaching medium, and how television learning can best be developed. In the
light of the theoretical framework, the role of television as an instructional
medium in the UKOU context will be analysed.
While the secondary sources of information contribute to build up the
theoretical foundation for understanding television learning, primary sources
of information have contributed to the research of several major areas m this
study. The review of the policy paper by the LKOL provides an understanding or
the context in which the UKOU television programmes operate. While the
official information concerning budget and resource allocation illustrates the
importance of television materials in the UKOU, the practical guideline to
course production demonstrates the UKOU's strategies for the development of
effective television learning. A large number of articles and papers have been
written by the Audio Visual Research Group in the UKOU. From these papers,
information has been extracted and analysed, which pertains to the following
areas: (1) identification of problems related to learning through television
in the UKOU and proposals of possible solutions of these problems; and (2)
illustration of factors affecting the effectiveness of television learning,
such as transmission time, student's awareness of the educational purposes of
the programme and the control characteristics of broadcasting television.
For the television programmes, the focal point of this study is on
the degree of consistency in the strategies used for these programmes.
Moreover, an attempt has been made to analyse whether the strategies used are in
compliance with the official guidelines to course production.
],.imitations of the Study
Due to its scope and the availability of relevant information, the
fact that this study carries many limitations is obvious. Among these
limitations, the following five are perhaps the most important:
To begin with, the study is confined to the development of television
learning' in the UKOU. It does not examine learning through text or other kinds
of audio visual media. Print, television, audio-vision, tutorials, home kits,
assignments, Summer Schools, telephone conferencing, computer-aided learning
counselling, etc., ail contributed to the working of the UKOU system. As the
UKOU is a multi-media system, a study which examines only learning through
television cannot really draw a general picture of learning through media-
developed by the UKOU.
Secondly, while the UKOU attempts to exploit various modern technologies
to increase the capacities of television as a facilitator at a distance, this
study is only confined to the application of video cassette.
Thirdly, owing to a dearth of literature on other models of university
distance education systems, this study is confined to the practice
in the UKOU, which is only one of the many distance study universities
in the world. It does not include the other distance study universities
or other models of university distance education systems, even
though the study of the university extension model would also ho
significant for the current Hong Kong situation.
Fourthly, while education and society of Hong Kong share some comm. n
characteristics with that of the United Kingdom, they also possess
peculiar features of their own. Thus distance learning through
television may be a blessing to Britain, it may not necessarily be
suitable to Hong Kong, because of its different economic and education
condition.
Finally, this study relies purely on the analysis of printed and visual
information gathered on the educational roles of television in the UKOU. it
does not rely on empirical findings involving first-hand observation, such as
interviewing the UKOU staff and student, collecting information on programme
evaluation through surveys, and visiting the UKOU headquarters. To say the
least., the information and data obtained from some of the primary sources,
especially those research papers by the UKOU faculty members, could be biased.
It is therefore possible that research findings presented in the UKOU papers
were interpreted by the authors to provide justifications for the existence of
certain te1e vision progr amme s.
CHAPTER TV0
THE POLE OF INSTRUCTIONAL TELEVISION IN
EDUCATION AND IMPLICATIONS FOR DISTANCE EDUCATION
Many attempts have been made in the past by media specialists to find out
what really are the particular virtues of television as an instructional medium.
As television is an expensive and demanding medium, it appears that it should
only be used in educational situations that make effective use of its
strengths. Educators need to identify and fully exploit the unique educational
characteristics of television if a rational choice of instructional media is to
be made. The important question for course designers of distance learning is
when television can better contribute to learning than other available means.
On the basis of the above question, the prime consideration for using
television will be: (1) why television should play a major role in distance
education; and (2) how the process of learning from television is different
from learning through any other medium.
Why Pistance Education Should Use Television
Access
Obviously, broadcasting television can distribute knowledge to many
students otherwise out of reach. Broadcasting television can reach large
populations and is therefore considered more appropriate for distance learning.
Besides, television is a familiar medium which does not demand literacy skills.
For a large number of people, television is easy to operate and provides a
pleasurable experience. As a result, television can help to recruit or attract
new students. Bates points out that even ii there were no difference in the
process of learning from television or books, the accessibility and liveliness
of television would still contribute to distance learning. (35)
C ommun a1 F e e1in g
The communal feeling of broadcasting television can help to reduce the
feeling of isolation for learning at a distance. Knowing that others are also
watching the same programme at the same time, students may feel that they also
have many fellow students learning together with them. (36)
1 educing C1ass D1fferenee
It is also argued that compared to learning from written matericils,
learning from television may cause learning disadvantages of working class
students to become less serious. (37) Bernstein suggests that working class
people employ a 'restricted' language as opposed to the more 'elaborated'
language code used by the middle class. Significant numbers of studies have
demonstrated that verbal abilities are related to socio-economic status.
However, such class differences in the use of visual processes have not been
established. Dalios also argues that there is probably less class difference
in television viewing (possibly a higher viewing' rate amongst the working class
population). The use of television in the UKOU, he suggests, actually helps to
provide higher education to the working-class people who are generally deprived
of the GDDortunity.
Two Interpretations of the Strength of Television as a Paci I i tod. c
for Learning
With regard to the comparison of effectiveness between television and
face-to-face instruction, Stickwell in 1963 showed that in 80 per cent of the
comparisons reviewed, no significant differences -were found. (38) At a later
date, Chu and Schramm in 1967 also concluded that .intermedia comparisons did
not significantly favour the use of television. (39) Besides, Schramm alone
also examines the early experiments which compare television with face-to-face
instruction. The results of these experiments point out that when other
variables are adequately controlled, there is no significant, or consistent
difference when learning from television is compared with more traditional
forms of classroom instruction. (40) On the other hand, after reviewing the
early experiments about learning through television, Anthony Bates claims that
the early experiments do not measure the most importnat differences between
learning from television and face-to-face instruction. He points out that few
of these comparative studies try to discover whether the specific attributes of
television make it especially effective for developing student learning. (41)
This reinforces the view that attribute of media, not media per se, should be
considered in media studies. (42) On the basis of the above view, both Bates
and Salomon describe the unique educational potentials of television as follows
A variety of representational modes
Regarding the development, of learning through media, Olson and Bruner make
the distinction between content (or the presentation of knowledge) and mental
skills (i.e. activating, or using that knowledge). They argue that content can
be presented through any medium, but mental skills are more dependent on media
for their development. (43) Moreover, Bates is convinced that different media
present knowledge in different ways and assist in the development of different
mental skills. (44) He points out that television is only one way through which
content can be presented but that since television combines a wide variety of
representional modes, it stands out among' the variety of media. (45) The
general audio-visual characteristics of television, as pertained to different
modes of representation are listed below. (46)










Movement, animation, slow motion,
representation of changes over time
Representation of spatial relationships;
(combined with camera movement:
representation of three dimensions);
physical models; graphical representation
Magnification; exploration of detail;
attention focusing
Recording of people, places and events;
historical archives; accessing new
learning resources (people, places)
Selection; re-ordering; restructuring
Restructuring of events; representing
human relationships
Words; noises; music- emotive aspects
Symbolism
Multi-channel
'Live' (broadcast TV only)
Ambiguity
Simultaneous viewmg and listening;
focusing; interpretative
Immediacy; news and current affairs: sDort
A variety of symbol codes
Salomon suggests that media should be described in terms of the symbol
systems they employ. Each medium has a wide range of symbolic codes at its
disposal, and every combination of such codes may have different effects on
mental skills or processes. These cognitive effects, in turn,- determine the
way the material is processed and learned. According to Salomon, there are
three different kinds of symbol systems (47):
(a) Digital systems where message is transmitted by written language, musical
notation, mathematical symbols. These systems entail discrete and unambiguous
elements which can be organised in lawful ways.
(b) Analogic systems which are made up of continuous elements that nevertheless
have recognised meaning' and form. Examples would be voice quality,
performed music and dance.
(c) Iconic systems which use pictorial presentation, with a variety of possible
visual experiences and meanings. They are much more open to interpretation,
since the relationship between the symbol (picture) and what is represented is
ambiguous.
Text without illustrations only contains digital codes; radio and audio tapes
provide both digital and analogic codes, but not iconic. Tape slide programmes
employ all three codes, but not motion. Television and sound film, therefore,
remain the only media that can provide all three codes as well as motion.
In a seriousof ingenious experiemtnsf Salomon demonstrates that symbol
systems can develop certain cognitive skills in one of these ways: by activating
already existing mental skills, through providing practice in their use; by
short-cutting (simplifying) difficult mental processes, through symbol systems
representing knowledge in a new way; and by supplanting or modelling the mental
elaborations required— i.e. demonstrating to the learner how to move from
point A to point B— to incorporate knowledge. Such cognitive skills are:
ability to separate detail from background; ability to pred.it the folded-out
shape of a solid object; ability to place a series of pictures in the correct
sequence for a story; remembering objects presented pictorially; putting
together parts of a picture accurately to make a whole picture.
Media's symbolic codes call upon mental skills or they may supplant them.
These are the effects of the media. By calling upon or supplanting mental
skills, the media may facilitate the acquisition of knowledge or even the
mastery of skills (48) Basic to Salomon's idea, different media have different
information potentials by virtue of the symbolic systems available to them.
Television can be described as a very rich and powerful medium, since it uses a
wide variety of sounds, pictures, colour and movement. It is the symbolic
codes of television into which an idea is coded that makes the largest and most
important difference in learning from television. Television has some unique
educational potentials which can facilitate learning. These potentials are
inherent in television's symbolic codes.
On the basis of the discussion on symbol systems, television has several,
unique educational potentials not found in other media. (49) First of all,
television is especially powerful in presenting' a single case representing a
relatively abstract class or category. In other words, television can provide
illustrations which exemplify a general idea, concept or process. Secondly,
with its rich audio visual characteristics, television is esDecially strong in
providing' simplified substitutes of a complex process or event. Television can
present substitutes for processes which are so complex (or extended over a long'
time) that one could not really learn their essential nature without
simplification and highlighting. Thirdly, by the effect of dramatisation,
television can simplify and highlight real-life situations. .With the help of
editing technique and specially designed teaching strategy, television can
guide the students to concentrate on particular teaching points. Moreover,
dramatisation is valuable because mere explanations or texts sometimes involve
students in highly complex interpretations of situations. (50) In fact, the
potential of dramatisation in television programming was demonstrated by
Trenaman in 1967. Trenaman evaluated 70 programmes which included over 1600
people, and identified the factors that influenced adult's comprehension of BBC
programmes with a general educational purpose. (51) He found that a high degree
of personification and dramatisation did improve considerably the
intelligibility of programme, particularly for those people of low occupational
and educational status. Fourthly, in the process of learning, students often
map out complex and abstract ideas onto specific images which they either
process or which they can conjure up in their minds. In the learning of
complex new ideas, television can perform the vital job of explicitly providing
the students with appropriate images which they cannot generate on their own,
but from which they can supplant their own self-generated images. This
function of visual supplant, at ion is particularly useful in the facilitation of
learning' when the images thus introduced are of ongoing process. For example,
computer animation in television programmes is particularly helpful to
illustrate what happens to the shape of a mathematical function represented
graphically when the values of that function change. The graph moves slowly
and changes shape as the values are changed. In this way, the television
material provides a visual supplantation to help the students know about the
mathematical function.
It is clear that the representational modes and symbolic codes inherent in
television enable it to facilitate learning. In distance education the educational
potentials of television make it especially useful for students learning' at a
distance, as their learning' mode depends mainly on indirect communication
through media.
CHAPTER THREE
THE CONTEXT OF TELEVISION LEARNING
IN THE BRITISH OPEN UNIVERSITY
The Evolvement of The British Open Urn.vers 1 ty
According to Walter Perry, Vice Chancellor of the UKOU from its inception,
the concept of the UKOU evolved from the convergence of three major educational
trends after the Second World War. (52)
The Demand of Adult and Higher Education in Britain
After the Second World War, an significant increase in the United
Kingdom's population led to the demand for further expansion of higher
education in the early 1960s. The demand was also brought about by an increase
in proportion of school leavers who had obtained good school leaving
qualifications and wished to go on to higher education. In the early 1960s,
only 6-7 per cent of school leavers progressed each year to any form of higher
education (including teacher training' and technical education), a proportion
which compared'unfavourably with other developed countries. The need for more
higher education was amply illustrated by the enrolment figures in the
University of London External Degree programme, which had 20,000 United Kingdom
students, of whom 7,000 studied by correspondence. A further half a million
people were also taking correspondence courses provided by a variety of
institutions.
The demand for higher education was articulated in the Robbins Report
(1963), which stated that there was an untapped pool of adult talents in the
United Kingdom who could benefit from a university education but had 'missed
out' earlier in their lives. The Report proposed an increase in the number and
size of conventional universities so as to meet, the demand for higher
education. The bobbins Report actually echoed an earlier claim in the 1959
Report on Scientific and Engineering Manpower in Great Britain that the
educational system had to play a major role in satisfying the society's need
for skilled manpower by improving industrial and occupational training.
At the same time, there was a growing recognition that the existing
provision for the education of adults was deficient in at least two ways.
First, there was lack of opportunities available to adults who wished to embark
on vocational courses at the higher education level. -Second, adult education
courses failed to attract those whose initial education had been
underprivileged and deprived. Admittedly, there were exceptions to the general
rule. The University of London offered external degrees, but since it was only
a system of examination, degree seeking adults had to make their own
arrangements for tuition.
For some universities which had extra-mural departments, their primary aim
was to extend the cultural influence of the universities to the adult
population in their immediate localities. Their clientele was primarily middle
class. This was also true of the Workers' Educational Association, which
offered courses that were primarily non-vocational. Moreover, in the climate
of 1960s, it seemed unlikely that, conventional universities would have extended
their activities to include adults who would like to study part-time, although
the Robbins Committee Report had urged them, as short term measures, to offer
first degree courses in the evenings and to establish correspondence
programmes.
The Political Objective of Promoting The Spread of Egal i tar i. an ism' f
Iducat ion
In the raid 1960s, the Labour Party attempted to find ways of providing
more educational opportunities during one of Britain's financial crises. On 8
September 1963, the then Labour Party Opposition Leader, Harold Wilson
announced that his party was making plans for a university of the Air which,
would offer distance education. That project became, of course, the Open
University. For Harold Wilson, one factor for the need of this project was an
increasing awareness that the existing educational system was elitist. Under
the elitist system, many adults was said to have been deprived of the chance to
realise their potentials fully. The phenomenon of unequal educational
opportunities was considered, for example, in the 1959 Crowther Committee
Leport, in the Robbins Report, and in an influential book by Jackson and Manden
(1962).
The Robbins Committee on Higher Education had reported that of those
entering' institutions of higher education in 1961, 45 per cent came
from families where the father was in a higher professional occupation and only
4 per cent from families where the father was a manual worker. The aim of
the UKOU, as stated by Harold Wilson at Scarborough in 1963, was to offer
opportunities to those who for one reason or another have not been able to
take advantage of higher education. (53)
This aim was reiterated in the Report of the Planning' Committee in 1969
which said that the main objects of the UKOU were to provide opportunities, at
both undergraduate and postgraduate level, of higher education to all those
who, for any reason, have been or are being precluded from achieving their aims
throug'b an ins t i tute of higher educat ion. (o4)
These aim were also taken up and elaborated upon by Lord Crowther. t!
Open University's first Chancellor, who stated in his inaugural address
delivered on 23rd Julv 1969:
The first and most urgent task before us is to cater for the many
thousands of people, fully capable of a higher education, who,
for one reason or another, do not get it, or do not get as much
of it as they can turn to advantage or as they discover, sometimes
too late, that they need.
The Growth of Education Broadcasting
In the 1960s, the potential of broadcasting for education gained world¬
wide attention. It was generally recognized that the principal, adult education
force might be the general television output. Obviously, broadcasting improves
people's knowledge of the world, raises cultural standards and provides
educational stimulation. For example, current affairs and documentary
programmes keep the general population up to date with political, economic and
technological developments. It was the potential of broadcasting which first
led Harold Wilson to consider the establishment of the UKOU, the initial
concept of which was significantly called the 'University of the Air'. When
Harold Wilson proposed the use of broadcasting in education, he assumed that
broadcasting could be used both as a means of educational expansion and as an
effective teaching medium in its own right. (55)
The Context of Television Learning at The Br 1 t ish Open Uni vers:btv
The Innovative Nature of The UKOU
In the !25 years since its establishment in 1971, the UKOU has won
acclaims over the world for revolutionalizing the idea and practice of higher
education. It is an independent, self-governing distance-teaching institution
which awards its own degrees, diplomas and certificates. To those with only
trivial knowledge of the institution, the UKOU is merely one of many alternative
to conventional higher education. However, the UKOU is a very complex system
within which a large number of sub-systems are interlocked. Some of the sub¬
systems have initiated innovative changes, each presenting an unique alternative
to conventional practice. Other sub-systems are very traditional and present no
alternative whatsoever.
When the UKOU was established in 1971, it was a radical innovation in many
ways. Among the major innovations introduced by the UKOU, the abandonment of
any requirement for entry qualifications is the most important. This open
admission policy has attracted students from all walks of life. In 1983, more
than 45,000 people applied for the 24,500 places available. Applications are
accepted on a first-come, first served basis— as long; as the applicant lives
in the United Kingdom and has reached the age of 18. A large proportion of
UKOU students join the University with less than the normal university entrance
qualifications. Figures show that of any year's intake of registered students,
over 50 per cent will eventually graduate. Up to 1983, more than 57,000
students have obtained an ordinary bachelor degree and nearly 9,000 of them
have gone on to acquire an honours degree. (56) Besides, the UKOU attempts to
in teg rate a variety of communication media and employs them in a distance
learning' system. When learning' materials of the UKOU are being developed, the
basic objective is to try to ensure that all adults in the country will have an
equal chance of studying with success. The entire basic system is devised'as a
self-learning package aimed at allowing adults to study in their own homes. Tn
this way, it is hoped that learning is facilitated by pre-produced multi-media
packages. In addition, a certain amount of face-to-face instruction will be
provided to support the self-learning packages. Another major UKOU innovation
is the course team approach to course design. The UKOU courses are devised
and controlled by a team consisting of academic staff, educational
technologists and BBC producers, all of whom have an equal voice in determining
the syllabus of the course, the method of presentation, and the choice of
medium through which each element of the course can best be transmitted to the
sludents.
The Context In Which UKOU Students Learn
(a) Institutional Characteristics
The UKOU is an autonomous, degree-awarding institution, with the same
status as other British universities.. It is directly funded by the
Government, with a budget in 1982 of over £50 million. The UKOU has a
unique partnership with the BBC. The BBC has set up the BBCOpen
University Productions (hereafter the RBCOUP) specifically to provide
services to the UKOU. The BBC produces television, radio and audio
cassette materials in conjunction with the UKOU staff. In Autumn 1981, a
brand-new, £5-12 million studio complex became operational on the
University campus, and is managed by the BBC on the University's behalf.
The Government, through its grant to the UKOU, pays the full cost of the
BBC's services to the UKOU. The majority of the UKOU production costs are
i r d c.n a inu s t t. a. r 1, irrespective of the number of programmes made.
In other words, reduction in the number of programmes produced does not
lead to an equivalent saving in expenditure. For the transmission of
programme, the UKOU pays the marginal cost. It is approximately £250 for
one transmission of each television programme.
(b) Teaching System Characteristics
Unlike most other British universities, the UKOU students can achieve
their degree from a range of around 130 courses, choosing' what they want
to study from year to year. Courses are rated as 'half-credits' or 'full-
credits', depending' on the amount of work involved. Ail courses last for
nine months. Six credits are needed for an ordinary degree, and eight
for an honours. A credit requires approximately 12 hours per week of
study over a 32 week period, making it roughly 400 hours minimum per credit.
It usually takes between three and six years to achieve a degree.
There are six main study areas or faculties: Arts and Humanities,
Education, Mathematics, Science, Social Sciences and Technology. There
are also a number of courses which are topic-based and range widely
across subjects and disciplines. Each of the faculties has a foundation
course for the first year students. After the foundation courses, each
faculty offers a range of courses that represent an ascending order of
understanding. All foundation courses and some others at higher levels
include a one-week residential summer school.
(c) The Learning' Mode
The UKOU students learn mainly through a combination of specially printed
correspondence texts, television, radio andor audio-cassette, and for soim
Science and Technology course, home experiment kits. Throughout the course
optional face to face tuition is available in a national network of about
250 study centres based in local institutions of education. Students can
meet for discussion with each other and with tutor-counsellors and course
tutors. Each student has a correspondence tutor, who both marks
assignments and advises the student. Students gain credits through the
combination of tutor and computer-marked assignments during the course,
and an end of course examination.
The basic UKOU student work pattern is spare time study at home. Their
learning pattern is independent, self-motivational, and relatively
isolated. However, the UKOU has organized some guidelines on distance
learning which aim to help students develop effective learning
strategies: (57)
(1) setting of personal study objectives;
(2) developing personal confidence in -an ability to study;
(3) planning and organising study time and study strategies;
(4) developing study skills involved in learning' from reading, listening,
viewing, group discussions and practical work- including preparation,
note-taking, revision and so on;
(5) developing the more specific skills involved in learning to provide
suitable answers, in the appropriate format, to the assignments and
examination question (essays, short-answer tests, multi-choice tests,
projects set by the institution.
The UKOU' s Interpretation of t h e_ D (ry el o p me_n_ t _qf_ Studen t_ Learn in g
The UKOU believes that the development of learning' at the uadergradua! a
level should be described in terms of three basic levels of knowledge and
understanding'. (58) First of all, students are required to develop the ability
to recognize and recall basic facts and principles( e.g. state Euclid's
Parallel Postulate, describe Copper Sulphate Crystals). At the second level,
the emphasis is placed on the development of the ability to explain certain
phenomena or to do certain tasks (e.g. show how to make Copper Sulphate
Crystals; if two angles of a triangle add up to 130°, calculate the third
angle). For the third level, the major concern is the development of the
ability to justify an explanation or action. Students are asked to put forward
reasons for what they are doing (e.g. explain the change in molecular behaviour
as a substance changes from solid to liquid and then gas under the application
of heat, or prove that the angles of Euclidean triangle add up to 180°).
As the development of learning progresses from level one to level three,
the emphasis is shifted towards helping students to take more responsibility
' for their own learning'. The UKOU expects students to go beyond a passive
acceptance of stimuli by actively seeking to apply the knowledge gained to new
and different situations. In the same vein, the development of learning materials
is also aimed at helping students to develop cognitive skills of discovering and
individual problem solving.
Media Learnirig in the UKOlJ
(a) The fJse of Audio Visual Media in the UKOU
At its inception, the teaching system of the UKOU is best known for its
innovative characteristic. It is the correspondence text which forms the
vital nucleus for a structure of integrated audio-visual programme. Print
is the prime medium in terms of the proportion of course materials and the
proportion of student study time. Broadcast and non-broadcast audio-visual
media are generally used to support print (e.g. to convey case-study
material, to show experiments), rather than to act as the principal
expository element of a course. However, as a distance teaching
institution, the UKOU has become highly dependent on audio-visual media to
perform functions which in a more conventional context would be handled by
live, face-to-face tuition.
In the 15 years that the UKOU has been operational, the use of audio-visual
media has increased enormously. The budget of the UKOU has increased from
£2.25 million to £60 million, its student numbers from 25,000 to 100,000,
its range of courses from 4 to 130. Television transmission time has
increased from just under 4 hours a week to over 35 hours a week. Up to
1982, the UKOU has produced, jointly with the BBC, over 3000 television•.I-.--.-
programmes and a similar number of radio programmes, plus over 500
cassettes and 100 records. In 1980 alone the University spent £8 million,
16 per cent of its total annual budget, on producing and presenting
broadcast programmes (including radio and television) and in that year it
transmitted about 1600 television and 1600 radio programmes. (59) In
1983, television production and transmission alone cost £10 million.
This constituted more than 15 per cent of the University's total annual
budget. (60) Although printed material is the prime medium, television
programmes are considered instrumental in developing student learning. Tko
scale of investment in, and production of, television materials at the UKOU
is a reflection of the importance attached to it.
In the teaching system, television programmes form an integral part of most
courses. Foundation courses tend to have more television than higher-lev..-'1.
courses. At the moment, students will get one 25-minute television
programme a week (32 in a full course); however, they may occasionally g-d
only one television programme a month. There are a few courses (about five
per cent) with no television programme at all.
(b) Media Studies and the UKOU Experience
Schramm and Heidt proposed that, depending on different teaching contexts,
some media may be more suitable for the specific teaching tasks. (61) This
idea is supported by experience at the UKOU. In that distance teaching
institution, there are many pedagogical functions which would be difficult
to achieve without the help of audio-visual media. Obvious examples
include laboratory demonstrations, field trips and lectures by eminent
speakers. The difficulties and cost of providing these functions live are
so great that audio-visual media provide the only feasible alternative.
As far as audio-visual media is concerned, the experience in the UKOU
suggests that whereas there may be no difference between the effectiveness
of alternative media on a priori, grounds, the teaching context in which
they are used can have a significant, effect. Research concerning the UKOU
has shown that students prefer the control characteristics of non-broadcast
media, since broadcast media are comparatively inflexible from the
learner's point of view. Programmes may bo transmitted at inconvenic d.
times, not often enough, in disagreeable pace, and no provision for
questioning. Certain non-broadcast media such as cassettes, do not suffer
from most of these built-in control limitations. Audio or video cassettes
can be used whenever and as often as the student wishes. They can be
divided into component parts, replayed in whole or part, and so on. For
the UKOU experience, as Gundin finds out, when radio programmes are
transferred unchanged to audio-cassettes and mailed to students, students'
ratings of the programmes increase quite considerably. (G2) Durbridge also
reports that the UKOU students prefer the flexibility of cassettes versus
broadcast programmes. (63) Also, research by Bates and Gallagher in 1977
for the UKOU supports the view that when several media are used in
conjunction (in the UKOU's case, print, television, radio, home-experiment;
kits, face-to-face tuition, correspondence tuition), the same content is
frequently presented through each medium, but some media seem to be better
than others in developing certain skills in using or elaborating on that
content. (64)
The Aptitude Treatment Interaction model (hereafter ATI) suggests that
different media will suit certain learners better, depending on their
interpretative skills. however, it is not practical for the UKOU to match
different types of learners to different teaching media on the basis of
their specific learning capabilities. From the point of view of the UKOU
course teams there are two difficulties with the ATI approach. Firstly,
the UKOU is a mass-teaching institution. In an organization of this size,
it has not been possible to tailor course materials to suit the needs of
individual learners. Secondly, it takes about three years to design one
course. Design alternative teaching strateby of the same materiai
would not be cost-effective.
However, much of the previous media studies is not directlv relevant to
the situation in a distance education system such as the UKOU. Intermedia
comparison- and the media taxonomy approach have suggested that there are no
significant differences between the teaching' effectiveness of different
media. Nevertheless, the success of the UKOU depends mainly on the use of
audio-visual resources. The question facing most the UKOU course teams,
is how best to use audio-visual media within a large and complex inulti-media
distance learning system.
Soecific Roles for Televislon in_the UKQU
Since television production is a very expensive undertaking and the
transmission time available to the UKOU is limited, the UKOU extablishes a
system to control the allocation of television resources. The course teams
who want to produce television programmes must indicate the use of television
is to achieve objectives which could not be achieved as economically, or as
conveniently in any other way within the UKOU's teaching system. A list of
appropriate teaching functions for television has been drawn up by the
UKOU. (65) These functions are grouped into four main categories as follows:
(a) To overcome some of the difficulties inherent in distance education:
(1) To explain or demonstrate practical activities that students are to
carry out themselves (e.g. home experiments, interviewing, project
work).
(2) Through performance, to demonstrate methods of techniques of dramatic:
production, or different interpretations of plays and novels.
(3) To teach sketching, drawing or painting techniques (e.g. the sketching
of three-dimensional engineering components, the construction of
fresco, the drawing of perspective, etc.)
(b) To reduce the time and effort required by students to master the learning
by using sophisticated television production techniques.
(1) To illustrate principles involving' dynamic change or movement.
(2) To illustrate abstract principles through the use of specially
contructed physical models.
(3) To illustrate principles involving two-; three-; or n-dimensional
space.
(4) To use animated, slow-motion, or speeded-up film or video-tape to
demonstrate changes over time (including' computer animation).
(5) To teach certain advanced scientific or technological concepts (such
as theories of relativity or quantum theory) without students having
to master highly advanced mathematical techniques, by using instead
animation, physical models, televisual representation or two-, three-
or n-dimensional space, and of dynamic change or movement.
(6) To analyse through a combination of graphics and sound the structure
of music.
(7) To condense or synthesise into a coherent whole a wide range of
information which would require considerable length in print, and
which in print would not provide the richness of background material
necessary for students to appreciate fully the situation.
(c) To provide primary learning resources
(1) To demonstrate experiements or experimental situations, particularly:
(i) where equipment of phenomena to be observed are large, expensive,
inaccessible, or difficult to observe without special equipment;
(ii) where the experimental design .is complex;
(iii) where the measurement of experimental behaviour is not easily
reduced to a single scale or dimension (e.g. human behaviour);-
(iv) where the experimental behaviour may be influenced by
uncontrollable but observable variables.
(2) To substitute for a field visit (e.g. to a factory, museum,
archaeological or architectural site, geographical location etc.)
Field visits may be used for a number of purposes, for example:
(i) to provide students with an accurate, comprehensive visual picture
of the site, or to provide an overall visual context or
environment for certain phenomena, in order to place their study in
context;
(ii) to demonstrate the relationship between different elements of the
particular system being' viewed (e.g. machinery, production
processes, ecological balance);
(iii) to observe differences in scale and process between laboratory and
mass-production techniques;
(iv) to assist students to differentiate between different classes or
categories or phenomena in situ.
(3) To bring to students primary resource material, or case-study
material, i.e. film or recording's of naturally occurring' events which,
through editing and selection, demonstrate or illustrate principles
covered in the units. This material may be used in a number of
different ways, for example:
(!) to enable students to recognise naturally occurring categories,
symptoms, phenomena, etc. (e.g. teaching strategies, mental
disorders, examples of certain kinds of human interaction etc.);
(ii) to enable students to analyse a situation, using principles
or criteria established elsewhere in a unit; or to test students
in this way;
(iii) to enable the course team to demonstrate ways in which more
abstract principles or concepts established elsewhere in a unit
have been applied to the solution of 'real-world' problems, where
visualisation of the application in its total environment is
necessary to understand the way the principle has been applied,
and the difficulties encountered.
(4) To demonstrate decision-making processes:
(i) by filming or observing the decision-making process as it occurs;
(ii) by dramatisation;
(iii) by simulation or role-playing.
(5) To bring students examples of films or television programmes, where
the critical study and analysis of film or television itself is the
subiect material of a course.
(6) To demonstrate the way in which instruments or tools can be played v
used; to demonstrate the skills of craftsmen and.their relationship
with the materials and tools which they use. To record specifically
events, experiments, species, places, people, buildings, etc., which
are crucial to the content of units, but may be likely to disappear,
die or be destroyed in the near future.
(d) To achieve affective learning
(1) To change student attitudes by presenting material in a novel manner,
or from an imfami I iar v iewpoin t.
(2) To enable students to identify with the emotions and viewpoints of
the main participants; by presenting' material in a dramatised form.
(3) To make students identify closely with someone in the programme who
overcomes problems or himself changes his attitudes as a result of
evidence presented in the programme or televised exercises.
Conclusion
Much of the earlier use of television in conventional education was
restricted to recording of live lecture, failing to take advantage the
characteristics of the medium. however, at the UKOU, the educational
potential of television are largely exploited. In the experience of the UKOU,
television can provide distance learners with learning experiences that would
otherwise be inaccessible. Complex or' expensive experiments, field visits, a
wide range of social and interpersonal interaction and industrial process, are
just some of the experiences that can be offered to students in their own
homes through television. Besides, the UKOU television programmes have very
important tertiary education objectives. They attempt to give students the
opportunity to practise high-level learning skills, such as analysis,
application of abstract principles to real-world situations, evaluation, and
generalization. To summarize, the use of television at the UKOU not only
overcomes the problems inherent to distance education but also helps students
to develop skills which are a crucial part of higher education.
C! IAPTEH FOUR
DETERMINANTS AND CONSTRAINTS OF LEARNING TUROU:[
TELEVISION AT THE BRITISH OPEN UNIVERSITY
From the UKOU experience, the effectiveness of television as a medium off
learning has varied in accordance with the context in which it is applied.
Aside from the quality of the course, and therefore, the programmes broadcast
as part, of the course content, other important factors also determine the
effectiveness of television learning.
The Partnership between the; UKOU and the BDC
At the UKOU, courses are designed from the start with the assumption that
television will be used. The UKOU television programmes are produced by the
DBCOUP which is a separate self-contained production department, solely serving
UKOU production. There is a formal partnership between the UKOU and the
BBC. The BBC Will supply the UKOU with a minimum of 30 hours a week of
television transmission time and approximately 240 new television programmes a
year. Currently, with the support from the BBC, over 1,500 UKOU television
programmes are transmitted each year on the BBC's national television networxs,
requiring over 35 hours a week of transmission time.
TABLE ITT: THE TRANSMISSION AND PRODUCTION RESOURCES
AVAILABLE FROM THE BBC
Transmission Time 35 hours/week
New progra 1 nme produeed 240 programinesyear
Programme transmitted 500 programmes/year
There are many advantage in the UKOU television prog'rajiunes being produced
by a professional broadcasting' organization like the BBC. The BBC producers
fen- the UKOU productions are specially recruited for their academic
qualifications in the areas in which they will make programmes. They are full
members of course teams and take part in the overall design and development of
a course. Once a plan for television production is accepted, the resource
available for implementing that plan are immense. The BBCOUP has a staff of
around 60 producers, full technical and administrative support, and a
sophisticated studio complex. With the professional staff and sophisticated
facilities, the UKOU programmes are made to a high professional standard.
Obviously, the UKOU has easy access to production and transmission
facilities. This is the great advantage that the UKOU has over other distance
study universities. For example, the Chinese Central Broadcasting and
Television University (hereafter the CCTU) which produces and transmits over
30 hours of television each week to 300,000 students only uses a total of
10 producers. In contrast to the UKOU, the CCTU television programmes are
mainly pre recorded lectures. Due to inadequate technical facilities, more
elaborate programme production is prevented. (66) Moreover, for the other
distance study universities, most are dependent for both transmission and
production facilities on separate broadcasting organisations. The Athabasca
University in Canada and the Everyman's University in Israel purchase television
materials from other sources as well as commissioning' their own productions. In
most of the open universities, many courses have no television support at all.
Transinission Arrangements
The prime condition that has to be met in a distance learning system is
the delivery of the learning materials. In the case of learning from
television, if students do not see the programmes, they cannot learn from them.
According to figures provided by studies on the UKOU, transmission has become a
major problem as viewing figures have been dropping consistently since 1.976.
Although by 1983 almost all UKOU students (98.5 per cent) had access to a
television set, the viewing rates declined from an average of 65 per cent in
1976 to 52 per cent in 1982. At the post-foundation level, the viewing figure
in 1982 was only 51 per cent. (67) A transmission viewing rate of 52 per cent
means that either 52 per cent of the students on a course would watch each
programme on average, or that over a whole course an average student won Ml
watch 52 per cent of the programmes on that course.
At the UKOU, the key factor influencing viewing rates is the deterioration
in the quality of the transmission time, although other factors have also
played a part. In 1974 over half the available transmission slots were
regarded as convenient by 60 per cent or more or students. By 199 only
35 per cent of the available slots were regarded as being convenient
by the sane proportion 01 students. (68) As the BBC tends to reserve the or i.;m
viewing time for popular programmes to compete with the commercial channels fo.
mass audience, a hig'h proportion of the UKOU programmes are forced into less
popular transmission slots in the early morning and early afternoon. It is
certain that the overall viewing figures become lower. Since 1983, the
transmission slots have been as follows:











Sun cl a y 06:25- 13:55
Relevant data show that programmes broadcast before 7:00 a.m. or between 9: A3
a.m. and 5:00 p.m. during the week never reach more than'20 per cent of the
students on a course. (69) It is also noteworthy that programmes with good
viewing rates one year have poorer viewing' rates the following year
when moved to unpopular times. (70) One of the major determinants of viewing
rates, then, is not so much the importance and quality of the programmes, but
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the tolm e o f day when they are a ined.
Moreover, cumulative loss of viewers over a series r f oroyrarniiioe is 
another constraint for facilitating learning' through id e v r s ion, ; 71') The 
longer the .series prodresses, the greater the Toss of regular viewers.
Although a series of nrouuh.smes i^ ?^o^ tial for a coherent pr'o.gro.ss ion of
it shuins di.fficult to siw.ar^ ^^ ^^ n the onCerest of the viewers over a 
long' pieriod.
The need to require a great amount of on time ’is p
problem pccnliar 1o the UKQU, which inv-es Cd.eoision as a cuprrrent for a wide 
range of coorses. In .1981, die UKOU ohfered 125 Otoferent courses across fo'ur 
di.foerent levels. Only 8 of hirese 125 oeurses did rot rumrtoy irleom o n  
a urddu^ i of iosc.ruct ion. The Cact that all these telovision pttv^ ^urmmes 
competed for a H utted .slot of tine meant. that ruce pro.graomes con only be 
f r m Ti.itted at an lotc^ r^T^rfi^ ^nt tine. the .^?to^ h  of t^ .^ m^rr^ ^^^.on lime also 
meant that uore programmes woiiM  lose their reheat tro/us/jirsions. on 1974 a.l 1 
courses bad repeat broadcasts, whereas on 1982 a rotal of 38 courses Itad only
single trrusmissions, as a result of the u )C'ro^:ig m ibber of courses cornpoting 
for boocdcast tu rne. (12) Fuom sen^^s, .it Hi shown that even veaoats are oo^:-1
suCdcient 1o ensure a high viewing rate if both trrnsjt.issions are at o.noopular 
t [rn^ . (73) It is dear that the UKOU must oorne up with slrategy to of He-ientl 
v Po 1o i t both )C^ l^d^ s  and pd-me tucne on order to ensure student viewing of its 
television programmes. cf oerno n:ien' transmission tioe cannot be mai. ntai -red C a 
Oigh viewing pate con only tie achieved by redocing' i^fe ournber of transmitted 
urograomes on orde2' to pvrovide uo ^  repoats, or by ■P'inWing llddilional ueans of 
viewing, such as video recordings.
Learning Approach _to_ Tojeyis ion
An advantage claimed for television is that its liveliness and familiarity
can help to attract students learning at a distance. Yet students' attitude
towards television prior to enrolling the UKOU can certainly influence the way
they learn from television. People usually view television as a resource of
entertainment, and would invest little mental effort in watching its
programmes. (74) Those UKOU students who have grown into this habit are like].;
to take this attitude towards the UKOU television orogramines. Thev mav be
seduced into considering the UKOU programme as a soft option involving little
learning' response on their part. They tend to concentrate on the factual
content of a programme rather than try to understand the relationships or
implications contained in it. This is a salient problem in the UKOU, since the
intended purpose of its television programmes is to develop analytical and
interpretative skills which require investment of mental effort.
For most UKOU students, their attitude towards general television hinders
their studies at the UKOU. The main difficulty for many students is that they
are unable to develop through television the skills of analysis,
generalization, classification and evaluation. This is supported by the fact
that two-thirds of the students want help in learning through documentary
programmes which require them to apply general principles to real-world
situations. (75) It is clear that learning from television is different from
watching ordinary television, for it requires sophisticated interpretative
skills.
Control Limitations of Broadcasting Television
While television possesses obvious strengths as a teaching medium in the
UKOU context, it also has certain inherent characteristics which limit its
usefulness. From the students' point of view, broadcasting television is
comparatively inflexible. Students have to view the programmes at a rigid
schedules. They cannot use the television materials at a time that is
convenient to them. Moreover the pace of a broadcasting' programme is fixed.
Its speed cannot be controlled to accommodate the peculiar needs of individual
students. There will always be some in the audience who find the Dace of
programmes disagreeable. Also, it is difficult for students to integrate
broadcasts with other course components, as it is impossible to stop or refer
to a programme at a specific point. As Bates points out, if ideas or thoughts
are stimulated during a broadcast, learners run the risk of either losing the
thread of the programme or being unable to follow through with their own ideas.
(76) These built-in control limitations make it difficult for students to
master skills or acquire deep understanding through broadcasting alone. It is
therefore necessary to look for an effective stragegy which allows the students
to have more control over the television materials.
Student Perception of the Relevance of Television Programmes
From the UKOU experience, when students are unable to see Lhe relevance of
the television programmes, they will not be able to learn effectively irom
television. Lack of relevance is one of the main reasons given by the UKOU
students for not watching or for rating programmes not helpful. (77) It 0$
therefore crucial that students understand clearly their learning task in
viewing the television programmes and the reasons behind the learning tasks;
otherwise, it is easy for students to misinterpret the education objectives of
the programmes. Research on a relatively large number of documentary
programmes finds that the majority ot trie UKOU students do not think that the
programmes are relevant or helpful. (78) Moreover, less than one-third of the
students watching the programmes can both understand the function of these
programmes and use the programme materials in ways that are expected. One-
third of students understand the purpose of such programmes, but are unable to
use the programme materials in intended ways. The case-studv programmes also
have the same problem. They are designed to serve as resources for the
development of skills of analysis, synthesis, and evaluation but the majority
of students only see them as a source of information. (79) Lack of perceived
relevance poses a serious restriction on television learning with the UKOU,
especially when its students bascially learn in isolation without any
instructional staff to provide them with guidence.
To facilitate learning, it is essential that television materials shou'd
be integrated with other media so that their relevance could be highlighted.
As far as the integration of course components is concerned, distance study
universities like the UKOU have great advantage over university extension
model. In the former, the course design process is structured in a way that
would'allow television to be intergrated into the course from the beginning.
For example, in the Mathematics foundation course M101, all the course
components areso tightly integrated that students have to develop their
learning according to the course schedule. Students have to perform tasks
based on the broadcasts immediately following the programmes before they can
progress to the next section. The student viewing rate for M101 is 78 per
cent, compared with 63 per cent for the course it replaces (Ml00). Students
generally consider television programmes very helpful to their learning. (SO)
The way the courses are assessed often influence the perceived relevance
of the television programmes. As the UKOU students cannot spare much time
their study, they will usually watch only those programmes which can help th- u
work on assignments and examination questions. It is clear from studies
carried by Bates and Kern that setting questions on assignments which can be
answered through watching' television programmes can increase their relevance
and viewing rates for the programme. (31) However, broadcast-related questions
can only help in viewing rate, but they may not really help the student
understand the educational objectives-of the programme.
In general, many UKOU courses do not have explicit links between the
programmes and the text. Many of the studies on the UKOU (e.g. Gallagher,
1975; Gallangher, 1977; Brahmawong and Bates, 1977; Brown, 1981) show that
students find it difficult to relate the programmes to the texts in ways which
they see as relevant and helpful. This is often due to the different
production schedules for text and television programmes. As Bates points out,
the close synchronization of production schedules is very hard to achieve
between two large and complex organizations such as the BBC and the UKOU. (32)
Presentation Modes of the Programmes
At the UKOU, there are different demands for different televisi n
programmes. for example, certain UKOU programmes require thorough preparation
before viewing, concentration while viewing, and follow-up work after viewing,
while others expect a high level of response dur:mg transmission and only
minimal work afterwards, (o3) In addition, tnere are also a number of different
presentation modes. (84) Some programmes are highly didactic, which means tnat
information is explicitly analysed or explained for the students. Others are
very open-ended. Programme materials are loosely structured and allow for a
range of possible interpretations. Concomitantly, a programme can be active or
passive in terms of response expected from the students. A programme can also
take, a neutral or polemic position on arguments presented in the programme
itself. Obviously, programmes which employ presentation modes that are
didactic, passive and polemic, make much lesser demands on learners than those
which employ open-ended, active and neutral modes. (35)
According to research data, most UKOU students tend to invest little
mental effort when they view the television programmes regardless of their
presentation mode. (86) Moreover, the UKOU students find it comparatively easy
to handle didactic, highly structured, and neutral programmes (such as
laboratory demonstrations) where the aims of the programmes are explicit, and
cleary related to the text. (87) It is not surprising that the UKOU students
favour the didactic programmes, since this presentation mode requires less
mental effort and parallels with the teaching style in conventional education,
hi the case of the open-ended programmes, the contents are less structured and
their meaning less explicit. Since the content of an open-ended programme is
usually presented as semi-raw material for analysis, the students are required
to employ relatively high level cognitive skills to learn. To the UKOU
students, open-ended programmes are interesting and enjoyable to view but
difficult to deal with. (38)
The UKOU students usually bring their own interpretations of the
programmes and structure the information in their own ways. For example, the
a An of the programme Home (a television programme in the Course T101: Living
with Technology: A Foundation Course) is simply to show what an experimental
house is like, as a way of broadening students' experience of different house
designs. The programme exemp 1 ifies an approach to house desi.gn based on
careful analysis of living requirements, materials properties and energy
sources. However, it is illustrated from survey that most of the students
think the programme is about a man and his family who live in a strange dome-
shaped house. The students comment that they cannot imagine what the aim of
this programme can be because it shows a house design quite unlike anvthing
they are.ever likely to encounter in real life. 189) For the loosely structured
programmes, students sometimes impose their own interpretation which differs
greatly from what the course designers have intended. It has been found that
many UKOU students are only familiar with the skills necessary for conventional
education. Research data illustrate that most of the UKOU students do not have
the interpretative skills required to understand the intended messages or
achieved the intended learning goals of its television programmes. (90) It is
recommended, therefore, that the more inexperienced students are in learning
through television, the more didactic, structured, active, neutral and
integrated the programmes should be. (91)
ConeIus I on
While the importance of television in distance education is widely
recognized, the UKOU is facing an increasingly serious problem arising from its
use of television. Clearly, the characteristics of television do lend themselves
to particular teaching functions, but in a distance teaching context, a factor
of overriding importance is the extent to which any educational medium is
accessible and controllable by the learner. Besides, there are other factors
which also influence the development of learning through television. Such
factors as different presentation modes, the skills for learning through
television and the integration of television materials into other course
components inevitably affects the efficacy of television learning, and
therefore, the quality of education at the UKOU.
CHAPTER FIVE
STRATEGIES FOE EFFECTIVE LEARN) NG
THROUGH TELEVISION AT THE BRITISH OPEN UNIVERSITY
Its; important role not withstanding, the effectiveness of instructional
television at the UKOU has been undermined by difficulties with transmission
arrangement, the control characteristics of broadcasting television and student
inability to use television materials. The use of television at the UKOU can
be valuable but the necessary conditions for success have to be met. In order
to diagnose and solve the problems associated with television learning, the UKOU
lias come up with a number of strategies for ensuring a better use of television
materials in a distance learning context.
evelop Student's Skill of Learoing_from Television
For many UKOU students, learning from television is difficult, especial'y
when the programmes require them to apply analytical skills which they do not
possess. Since the students lack the ability to use television effectively,
they naturally consider the television materials to be useless and irrelevant.
One of the strategies which the UKOU employs to maximize students' learning from
television is to design a deliberate, progressive teaching approach that will
enable them to develop their analytical skills over a whole course.
The basic assumption of this strategy is that, the development of
interpretative and analytical skills can be built into the programmes. The way
in which the course attempts to achieve this :i s to instill a sequence of
growing complexity into the programme. It starts by broadcasting very simple
television programmes at the beginning of the course to much more complex ones
at the end. At the beginning of the course, television programmes tend to be
heavily didactic, more straightforward and simply structured. The objectives
of the programmes are presented openly and repeatedly throughout the
programmes. The television materials are easier to handle, as thev require less
mental effort and less active responsefrom the students. Gradually, the
programmes become more demanding. Students are required to invest more mental
effort and they are encouraged to make their own analysis and interpretation.
To help students use the television materials, the programmes provide cues on
what students should look for, how the materials can be interpreted, and how the
programmes can be integrated with concepts embodied in the course text.
Feedback on suitable responses are provided to reinforce learning and sometimes
materials are repeated for review and analysis. By the end of the course,
when students become more experienced in learning from television, the
programmes are structured in a more open-ended and complex manner. The aim of
the programmes is not stated explicitly. The programmes are no longer linked
to specific aspects of other course components, as the students are encouraged
to connect the programmes with the broad themes of the whole course. (92)
The above approach is used to help students to develop skills of learning from
television. Its usefulness has been proven in some of the courses offered. As
the UKOU students become more experienced in using television materials, they
find it easier to interpret the programmes. For example, half of those
students who have viewed television programmes for the course: T1Q1: Living
with Technology: A Foundation Course thought that they learnt more
effectively at the end of the course than at the beginning. (93.) In this;
course, the aim of the first programme, Facts Are Not Enougii is simply that
facts are an inadequate basis for technological decision-making because
technological issues cannot be divorced from their social and political.
contexts. This; objective is stated openly and repeatedly throughout the
programme in conjunction with simple illustration to highlight the point; in
addition, the programme is tightly linked to a course text. In contrast, the
aim of the last programme Cars is to show the extent to which modern society
has become dependent on the car in a multitude of different ways, as an
illustration of the complexity of thetechnological world. The aim is not
stated explicitly in the programme. In addition, there are no course texts
associated specially with the programme because it encourages the students to
pull together the broad themes which have been developing throughout the entire
course. (94) Moreover, according to research data, the new course D102:
Social Sciences: A Foundation Course, which attempts this particular
strategy, is better received by students than the previous Social Science
Foundation Courses D100 and D101. (95)
In addition, the UKOU helps students to develop the ability in learning
from television by a specially produced learning package. Learning from
Television: A Study Package is a self-contained package which is generally
used by student groups led by a tutor-counsellor in the oriented study skill
course. The package consists of a video-cassette containing' a brief overview
of the range of the UKOU television programmes and extracts from some of its
programmes; these are accompanied by written papers and exercises which aim to
clarify the variety of responses often implicitly expected of students. The aim
of this package is to illustrate contrasting UKOU television programmes, using
different techniques and trying to achieve different educational objectives.
In this package, the UKOU television programmes are grouped in terms of t'o
different demands expected of students.
Firstly, the package illustrates the group of programmes which expect
active response during transmission. Students are expected to do so;.o
exercises when they view the programmes. In general, students need to answer
some questions related to the materials presented in the programmes or
participate in an experiment. Secondly, the package presents two video
extracts of illustrated lectures which require students to follow an argument
or a process and to understand it. The first extract shows a scientific
laboratory experiment, the second, an •'extract from an Arts Faculty programme
which discusses and illustrates certain differences and similarities that mav
be identified in the works of Turner and Constable. For the third group of
programmes, they aim not at direct teaching' but at providing a specific kind of
experience, such as the presentation of a performance, perhaps of drama or
dance, or a programme which introduces students to a new idea. To help student
to get the maximum from this format of programmes, the package suggests that
students try to watch these programmes with other persons, in order to discuss
their ideas about them afterwards. This group of programmes lend themselves
very profitably to group discussion. Finally, the package illustrates to the
students how to learn from case study programmes which are more demanding than
other formats. Two examples of case study programmes are presented. In one
example, students are expected to follow the links between the programme and
the rest of the course, and are guided in the programme towards such analysis,
in the other, students are expected to analyse the links for themselves.
To summarize, this package aims to help student to become more skilled in
using television as a learning resources; to help them to identify the different
ways in which they can .Learn from television programmes; and to help them to work
out what kind of preparation enables them to gain most from the actual programme,
jn conjunction with the printed materials that complement many programmes.
TABLE V: TJIE FOUH MAIN GROUPS OF UKOU PROGRAMMES
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e. g.
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e. g.
tA field trip
LA guided ease study
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and the rest of the
course, or analysing
the] inks by the
studenIs themseives
Disucssion or note-
t a king a fte r v j ewi i) g
.Source: .1 he Open University, Workbook of the Self Learning Package j: ''Learning From Tel ev i s i on,
(Milton Keynes: The Open University, 1981).
Provide Substantial Study Guide for To Levi si on programmes
The UKOU uses study guides to advise students what they are about to study
and help them to decide about their own learning strategies. Moreover, the study
guide is used to provide a conceptual framework for facilitating learning and
retention of new materials by relating new ideas to those that are old or
familiar.
To help students to learn effectively from television, the UKOU uses printed
study guide which is known as broadcast notes to support the television
programmes. Some courses even use glossy media booklets with large amounts of
background materials, maps, photographs, and supplementary readings. (96) The
broadcast notes are used to advise students on any prerequisite readings and
specify the necessary preparatory work which should be done beforehand. Most
significantly, broadcast notes can explain the aims and objectives of the
programmes and how they relate to the ideas the students have already learnt.
On the basis of the information provided by the broadcast notes, the students
can develop the cognitive structure into which the ideas illustrated by the
programme can be fitted.
In addition, the broadcast notes are used to highlight the important
points to watch out for, and provide a summary of main points covered, follow-up
activities to consolidate learning and diagrams or tables shown in the programme
useful for revision purposes. For example, in the case-study programme,
Atkinson College- Management In Crisis (the seventh programme of the course
E321: Management in Education), the programme objectives, the important
points to watch out, and the demands of the programme are outlined in the
broadcast notes. The intention of the broadcast notes, therefore, is to help
students to perceive the relevance of the programme and enable them to make
decisions about how to study it. The broadcast notes suggest that the students
concentrate on the distinctive features of crisis management illustrated bv the
budget crisis experienced at Atkinson College. In addition, from the broadcast
notes the- students know that they are required to analyse the effectiveness of
the consulative mode of participative decision making in a crisis management
situation. In this way, it is hoped that the students can apply the management
theory they have learnt from the text to the real-world situation.
Apparently, the strategy of supporting television programmes by broadcast
notes improves students' ability to learn from television, provided that the
broadcast notes are carefully structured and sufficiently detailed. According
to programme evaluation data, the UKOU students find that some broadcast notes
are not helpful enough!:, if they are too brief and too limited in their scope.
(97) On the other hand, students rarely read broadcast notes which provide too
much information. If a lot of detail is provided, students will either not
read the notes, or will simply read the notes and not bother to watch the
programmes. (98)
In addition to the broadcast notes, another strategy used by the UKOU is
'to begin the television programme with a short prologue which is an integral
part of the television programmes themselves. The prologues are simply structurec
and quite distinct from the rest of the programmes. Most of the prologues consist
of only straight forward presenter-to-camera shot. In this way students can
easily grasp the brief message of the prologues without being distracted by the
richness of visual images. Like the broadcast notes, the prologues are used to
introduce the programme and advise students on how they should respond to the
programmes. In general, the key role of the prologues is to advise students
whether the programmes are used primarily to teach them something or make them
reconsider their attitudes towards something. For example, the prologue of the
programme, Seeing Througn Drawing's', advises the students that the prog realise
.intends to teach them the principles of drawing and the rules and conventions
which govern two important types of drawing. While the prologue of the programme,
Klectric Money, tells the students that the programme aims to make them aware of
the influence of the new revolution in communications. However, the control
limitations of prologues do not make them a good substitute for broadcast
notes. Unlike the broadcast notes, the prologues cannot provide permanent
references which are repeatedly accessible by students.
For some courses, special television programmes are used to support tho ;a
programmes transmitted earlier in the course. They are intended to show
students how to analyse the contents of earlier programmes. For example, in
the course E321: Management in Education, there are two case study
television programmes which are about the management structure of Sidney
Stringer Comprehensive School and Community College. The two programmes
provide further learning experiences for the students to analyse a decision
making structure in a real-world situation. The study guide advises the
students to answer the questions in student activities 1-3 after viewing the
first television programme which introduces the decision making process in Sidney
Stringer. After viewing the second television programme which highlights the
participative and consultative modes of Sidney Stringer's decision making
structure, the students are expected to revise their activities in the light of
the second programme. In this way, the second television programme is designed
to help students to improve their analysis of the case study. For example, in the
Course D302: Patterns of Inequality, the second television programme, 'Looking
At Inequality' is used to illustrate how the first television programme can be
used and integrated with the text. It takes extracts from the first programme
and from World War II news reels. It has been found that this supporting
programme increases by one third the students who are able co analyse the iirst
programme in the way intended, and nearly all students want more anaivtic
programmes of this kind. (99)
Radio.programmes and audio cassettes also perform a similar follow-up
function. They are used to repeat one or two of the points in the corresponding
television programmes for more extended discussions on the topics. Usually,
the audio materials include a few extracts from the soundtrack of the
television programmes in order to help students to focus on aspects which are
problematic and deserve further thought. Sometimes the follow-up audio
programmes also include additional materials to elaborate on the television
programmes presented earlier. The Sidney Stringer case study programmes are
supported by two radio programmes in which an industrial management consultant
gives his view on the management structure of the Sidney Stringer. Similarly,
the first television programme of the course T101: Living with Technology,
Facts Are Not Enough, illustrates the limitation of technical facts for setting
contentious socio-technical issues. This idea is elaborated by a radio
programme which points out that personal values also colour the interpretation
of facts.
The UKOU uses different media to increase the effectiveness of the
television materials. One important implication arising from this strategy is
that television programmes are likely to Be more effective when they are
employed as part of a multi-media package than when they are used on their own
without supporting materials. For example, the sixth television programme or
the course T101: Living with Technology, Sound In View, is supported by a
printed text and an audio cassette. The text outlines a theoretical iramovork
by defining a large number of theories in telecommunications signals, such as
band-width, harmonics, noise, and multiplexing. The audio cassette allows
students to listen to the concrete examples of the abstract concepts given in
the text. The television programme exploits the medium in illustrating to
students the dynamic qualities of signals and waveforms. The three components
are tightly integrated to explain difficult concepts to students. From
programme, evaluation data, it is shown that the television programme is helpful
to students because they can perceive its relevance and see how it relates to
other course components. (100)
.1 improvement of the S tructure of the Television Programme
In its attempt to design effective television materials, the UKOU course
team sees the structure of the programmes as a key consideration. The UKOU
assumes that the structure of the programmes influences the way students
process and learn from the materials presented through television. (101.)
Although supplementary study guides help students to facilitate learning from
television, research carried out by Bates and Gallagher indicates that many
students find it very difficult to work through the supplementary materials in
the intended sequence because their study patterns do not necessarily coincide
with the rigid transmission schedule of broadcasting television. (102)
Therefore, to develop a more appropriate programme structure which would reduce
the need for supplementary materials may be probably the most fundamental
s trategy.
Bascially, as suggested by Bates, the structure of programmes likely to
appeal to committed learners will be very different from programmes likely to
appeal to a general audience. (103) For example, the advertising techniques
which have to hook the audience and get a message over very quicKly ami
efficiently, have been particularly influential on the structure of general
television programmes. Although these popular techniques seem no hold and
attract the audience, they can hinder the development of logical and linear
thinking. (104) In fact, the structures and techniques which enhance attention
and audience appeal in general television do not contribute to achieve the
educational aims of programmes which may occasionally require students to stop
and think.
The general rules of good teaching are likely to apply just as much to
television teaching' for facilitating student learning. The UKOU publishes a
checklist for use by the course team in determining the educational effectiveness
of the learning materials. (105) The UKOU is aware that the effectiveness of
distance learning materials, like the conventional teaching materials, depends
on- many factors, such as the relevance of the subject matter, the skilled use
of language, the density of information, the needs of the learners and so on.
Undoubtedly, this checklist also applies to the production of television
materials. To help student to get maximum from the television materials, the
UKOU television producers have attempted several strategies to make the programmes
more appropriate for facilitating student learning. Unlike general television
programmes which have complex structures and short, sharp sequences, UKOU
television programmes are generally put in a well-structured order, with
introductions, and summaries or reviews used where appropriate. The UKOU
television producers usually slow down the pace or the programme and hold shots
in order to give learners time to observe and to think. Sometimes, they rreeze
the action while students are reminded of the concept, (.e.g. the learning
package to develop television learning skill- Learning From Television;,
flash important words and phrases on the screen (e.g. the second television
programme of T101: Living with Technology- Seeing Through Drawings;, c
repeat parts of the programmes to reinforce the learning ,e.g. the seventh
television programme of the course D101: Halving Sense of society-
HockeIt's Design Feature).
As already mentioned in Chapter Three, the UKOU considers that the
development of cognitive skills of discovering and problem solving is a crucial
part of tertiary education. For the learning of such skills to occur', students
should actively participate in the process of learning. In order to encourage
greater activity on the part of the learner, the UKOU suggests that the
structure of the distance learning package should be like that of a tutorial.
(106) Cleary, a tutorial approach provides prompts which encourage the
interaction between learners and the learning materials. There are two general
types of interaction: First, the interactive response system which invites the
student to respond actively to the teaching materials. Second, the interactive
request system which allows the student to access a store of information.
Basically, the UKOU television programmes employ the interactive response
approach. In general, the UKOU television programmes present a section of
leaching materials to the students and then pose the students a question or ask
them to do some activities. Examples of programmes which employ the
interactive approach are as follows: (1) In the seventh television programme
of the course D101: Making Sense of the Society, Hockett's Design Features,
students are shown six different film sequences illustrating instances of
communication between animals or humans. Students are invited to do the
participative exercise which requires them to identify during the programme the
correct design feature which each sequence tends to illustrate. This
participatory work is followed by a screen presentation of the correct answers
and discussion. An evaluation of the programme by Kern shows that students
find it very helpful and interesting. A majority of students state that the
programme gives them a better understanding of the design features descrioec in
the text. (107) (2) In the Course EM235: Developing Mathematical Thinking,
students are encouraged to interact with the television materials. The
programmes show sequences of children and their teachers tackling mathematical
problems in the classroom. The course is designed primarily for group use. In
each sequence students are told to focus their attention upon particular
aspects of the content. At the end of each sequence, the students are asked
questions which lead to discussion among' groups of viewers. Immediate feedback-
is presented on the accompaning printed notes or contained within the
programmes themselves. For example, in the first sequence of the course whit.la
is about substraction, the students are shown how three children learn the
concept of substraction. At the end of the sequence, the students are asked to
make conclusion on each child's state of understanding. In this way, students
are provided with a context in which students interact with both the programmes and
other viewers. The findings from the programme evaluation reveal that the
students tend to be enthusiastic about the course as a whole. They are willing'
to use the television materials to develop open-ended analysis.
However, although many attempts have been tried to make the television
programmes more interactive, with the control limitations of the broadcasting
television, the interactive potentials of the programmes cannot be fully-
exploited.
Learning from_Televis ton through Video Casse 11e
As already mentioned in Chapter Four, a decline in both the quanti'y
and the aualitv of transmission time allocated to the UKOU television
programmes has substantially reduced student viewing rates. Moreover, it•: s
also been illustrated that the control characteristics of broadcasting
programmes limit the educational effectiveness of television materials. laced
with the twin problem of access and control, the UKOU has to find the most
effective ways of delivering its television programmes to students.
In the first attempt, the UKOU seeks alternative means of distributing its
television programmes. Various limited schemes for providing students with
video copies of broadcasting' materials have been tried out since 1974.( 108;
(109) (110) In 1982, in response to further deterioration in the transmission
times available for its television programmes, the UKOU provided a pilot Video
Cassette Loan Service on selected courses for students. The scheme was
designed to improve student access to television programmes in two ways.
First, it was intended to replace the repeat transmissions. Second, it was
used to supplement the unpopular transmission times.
The implementation of this scheme is to provide students with access to
video equipment on which they can view cassette versions of teleivsion
materials. The UKOU hires 243 video-cassette players and makes these available
throughout the regional offices to supplement the availability of suitable
replay equipment. For the video copy of the broadcasting programme, at the
beginning, it was limited to 37 courses (439 different programmes) with lew
student numbers (less than 600) and courses without repeat transmission times.
In 1984 the scheme was expanded to cover 85 courses, all with less than 700
students. (Ill) Students studying these courses can borrow video copies of the-
television programmes by mail order and watch the tapes on machines placed in
local studv centres or colleges. Cassettes are returned by students after use,
and stored for re-use.
An evaluation of the first two years of the operation snows that, in
general, the loan service has been successful. There is a considerable aemana
for the video version of the television programmes. In 1982, 1.6,000 cassettes
were loaned out and over a third of requests (37 per cent) were from students.
(112) In 1983, the requests for cassette loans from students .leapt to 18,500.
(llo) It is expected that tne demand tor loan copies will increase as more
students get their own video cassette recorders. In fact, for the students who
have their own machines or convenient access elsewhere make their own
recording of the broadcasting programmes. From Grudin's survey in 1983, home
recording helped to increase the viewing figure of post-foundation courses by 8
per cent. (114) It means that besides learning' from the video copies supplied by
the video loan scheme, more students learn through video recording of
broadcasting television.
Besides, demand for cassettes is widespread and not restricted to
students. 42 per cent of requests are from regional offices and the remainder
(21 per cent) are from other users, such as the faculties. Also, the demand is
not limited to a particular set. of courses, 24 per cent of requests are for
copies of programmes not included in the Loan Service. (115) Clearly, the
video loan service improves the access to television materials. It not only
compensates for the loss of repeat transmissions on the courses concerned, it
actually increases their viewing rates. The evaluation of the service shows
that the overall viewing rates for included programmes has been increased by 11
per cent over and above those achieved by a single transmission. This compares
with an increase of 8 per cent typically achieved by post-foundation course
repeat broadcasts. (116) Moreover, there is a significant difference between
the viewing rates of students who recues t video and those who do not. Of those
students who use video on average, 75 per cent watch each of the programmes on
their course. The comparable viewing rate for students who do not use video is
on 1 y 50 per cent. (117) Obvious 1 y, the provision of televisi on programmes i:i
video format as well as single broadcasting transmission significantly
increases the viewing' rates for those programmes. In other words, at the UKC•'•,
video version of television programmes is more effective than repeat
transmissions in improving the viewing rate.
The estimated cost of distributing a returnable video-cassette copy of ore
television programme is -LI. 00, assuming an eight-year course life. (118) This
figure includes cassette costs, recording, packing and postage, plus an element
for capital investment in the recording equipment. On the basis of this
calculation, the annual cost of the Video Loan Scheme operated at the 1382
Jevel, and assuming an eight-year amortization period, is approximately
£40,500. (119) The Loan Service replaced. 401 repeat transmissions. The
equivalent transmission cost was L107,468. (120) It implies that the Loan
Service resulted in a net annual saving of approximately -167,000 on programme
distribution costs, while at the same time it improved the overall
accessibility of television materials. Moreover, taking the average cost of
transmission of a programme through broadcasting as 12G8, it appears that it
will actually be cheaper to distribute video-cassettes to students than to pay
for two transmissions when there are less than 500 students on a course,
provided cassettes are returned and re-issued each year.
Concerning the economic factor, the UKOU developed the following policy
for all new courses from 1985 (121):
(I) Programmes on courses with less than 300 students will have
no transmission but will be distributed on video-cassette
t o students' homes.
(2) Programmes on courses with between 300 and 1,OuO students will
have one television transmission and can also be borrowed on
viJeo-cassette through the loan scheme.
(3) Programmes on courses with more than 1,000 students will have
two transmissions but will not be available through the loan scheme.
(4) Individual course teams may deviate from this no1icy if thev
can make a special case.
Moreover, it is clear that video cassettes not only improve the
accessibility of television progammesi but also their control character 1sti s
and perceived degree of integration with the rest of the course components.
Video cassettes have the advantage over broadcasting' of increasing student
control of the medium. Bates compares the control characteristics of
broadcasting television with those of video materials. He highlights some of
the unique education potentials of video programmes as well as certain
constraints of broadcasting as an instructional medium.
The comparison is listed as follows (122):
TABLE VI: THE COMPARSION OF CONTROL CHARACTERISTICS
BETWEEN BROADCASTS AND VIDEO CASSETTES
Characteristics Implications to Learning
Brcadeast Fixed schedules Fixed time to view
Broadcast Scarcity of time (hence
only one or two
tiansmissions)











No room for individual differences
in pace
'Rich' in meaning Interpretable in different ways and
at different levels- but only a
1inn ted range of interpre tation
permissible in time available for
any one student
Video Avai1ab1e when required Convenient
Rewindfast forward
faci1itv
Repetition; mastery learning; search
Stopstart facility Integration with other media:
activities integrated with cassettes;





The more flexible control characteristics of video cassettes allow students
to adjust the pace of the programmes to suit their own needs as necessary.
Students who learn through video cassettes tend to view them more than once, on
average they view the tapes 1.7 times. vl. 23) They usually interrupts the tape
to review, clarify and take notes on particular points. Furthermore, video
cassettes make it easier for students to intergrate television materials with
the other course components. Whereas with a broadcasting programme, with its
continuous and uninterrupted flow, it is impossible to develop such close
integration between television and other course materials. Therefore, not
su£ pris.ingly, those students who view the television programmes through video
cassettes, 61 per cent rate the programmes as helpful, compared with 46 per
cent of those who view them through broadcasts. (124)
Besides using video cassettes to alleviate the more obvious disadvantage s
of broadcasting television, that is the problems of access, control and
integration, the UKOU also encourages course teams to design programmes from
the outset to exploit the educational advantages of video a s s e l t e s. A cd t n e
access to video equipment is not significantly widespread, the UKOU hesitates
to produce programmes which can only be used on a cassette machine. In 1981.
11 per cent of the UKOU students had access to video-cassette recorders in
their homes. Another 8 per cent (mainly teachers) had easy access to recorders
elsewhere,.mainly at places of work or the home of friend or relative. (125)
I'.y the end of 1982, 20 per cent of the UKOU students had access to machines in
their home and another 22 per cent convenient access elsewhere. (126)
Indeed, interactive learning can be developed through television materials
designed for use primarily through video cassettes. Video programmes can
be segmented into sequences. At the end of each sequence students can be
directed to stop the tape and take notes on, or discuss, what they have learnt.
In this way, students are encouraged to interact with the video materials and
respond actively in an analytical way. The UKOU also encourages a number of
course teams to experiment with the design of video programmes. For example,
the courses: EM235-Developmg Mathematical Thinking is an UKOU undergraduate
course which has television materials designed to take considerable advantages of
the control characteristics of the video cassettes. Although the programmes of
this coarse have different design features from broadcasting programmes, they
are also transmitted through broadcasting. In this way, the students without
any access to video equipment can also view the programmes through
broadcasting.
Conclusion
From the experience of the UKOU, television has proved to be an unique and
valuable resource for multi-media distance education. However, for television
to be used effectively in a distance learning context, some conditions have to
be met. Firstly, access to television materials has to be reasonably
convenient. The intentions of using television materials have to be clearly
identified and these must be successfully communicated to students through
supporting materials or the programmes themselves. Television can be valuable
for developing higher-level skills which are a crucial part, of higher
education, provided that the student can gradually develop the necessary skills
of analysis and interpretation. Lastly, programmes must, be carefully
structured in a way that television materials can be closely integrated witn
other course components and interactive learning can take place.
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Learning fropm Television through Video CiisseLlo
improve the accessjhiIity of It levision
hateriats
increase student control of the medium
replace the repeat tracismission
supplement inconvenient transmission
times
view I lie programme at convenient lime
and place
adjust the pace oi I he programines to
suit their own needs
integrate television wiht the other
course comnonents
CHAPTER SIX
CONCLUSION: IMPLICATIONS FOR DISTANCE EDUCATION IN IIONG KCP G
Jus t ifications for the_Provlsion of
Distance Education in HonJ Kong
To many distance educators, conventional schooling has been unable to meet
the demand for education in the modern world. People like Bonani (127), Gitaee
(128), Singh (129), Ansere (130), Datt (131), Gupta (132) and Peters (133) all
share, in varying' degrees, this view on the inadequacy of conventional
schooling. On the level of higher education, it is generally recognized that
the dearth of places in conventional universities and other post-secondary
institutions has caused the deprivation of educational opportunities for the
less fortunate. Distance education lias been established in many societies in
response to the increasing demand for tertiary education. Distance education
is one of a number of terms used to describe the development and use of
teaching strategies other than conventional instruction given in an educational
institution. It can extend educational opportunities quickly to large numbers
of people by using' self-learning printed materials, wi t:h support provided by
broadcasting and other audio-visual means, face-to-face tuition and laboratory
sessions where necessary.
From the experiences of many countries, a distance learning system can make
education much more accessible, since it is not, like conventional education,
restricted by factors such as time, space, geography and job and fami !.y
commitments. As far as cost advantage is concerned, the UKOU gives solid
evidence that a distance learning system can be cheaper than formal learning
system. After analysing' the situation of the UKOU, Leslie Wagner concludes
that it costs less to produce a graduate through that university than through
traditional ones. (134) The same can be said about distance learning projects
in Germany, South Korea and Japan at secondary and tertiary levels. (135)
It has been claimed that distance education can provide wider access to
education in a cheaper way. Moreover, from studies, it has been demonstrated
that distance learning methods can be successfully used at various levels
without a lowering of academic standards. A number of studies have_ shown that
cognitive objectives in general and psychomotor objectives aimed at written
skills are attained at least as well by distance study as by conventional
classes. (136) Chile's also agrees that there are no studies of achievement,
which show that distance study students do less well than classroom students.
(137) A review of data from distance study projects in Germany, Kenya, Mexico,
Australia, Japan, Britain, the USA and Poland show that distance study students
J earn at least as well as students in the same curriculum in the conventional
classroom. (138) For the UKOU, after fifteen years of practice, its commitment
to distance education demonstrates encouraging results. Its graduates are
successful in applying for higher degree studies at other universities on the
strength of their UKOU undergraduate degrees. (139) Moreover, survey daf.a also
illustrate that; more than one in two graduates can secure better pay,
promotion or job change with the help of their UKOU qualifications. ,LnO
TABLE VII: NUMBERS OF GRADUATES WHO ARE SUCCESSFUL IN APPLYING
FOR PROFESSIONAL AND POSTGRADUATE STUDIES IN 1980







' Total Number of graduates in 1980: 38,762
Source: Betty Swift. Outcomes of Open University Studies- Some
Statistics from a 1980 Survey of Graduates, Open
University Survey Research Department Paper, (No. 197, 1980).
TABLE VIII PROPORTIONS OF GRADUATES SECURING VARIOUS










































% reporting at least
one of the above 31 53 37
Apart from any effects on their career, 71 per cent reported that their
UKOU studies had helped them improve their job skills and their ability
to perform their job.
Source Bettev Swift, What Open University Graduate Have Done1'
Open University Survey Research Department Paper, (No. 230, 1932.
Hong Kong has certainly come a long way in the last decade in meeting t! o
educational needs of its citizens. The provision of tertiary education has
been on the increase recently, due to a continual annual expansion of 4 per
cent of the student population at the two local universities Since 1981. in
1982, however, only 2 per cent of the 17-20 age group in Hong' Kong' was admitted
to university in Hong' Kong', compared with about 5 per cent in Singapore, 1.L
per cent in Britain, 15 to 20 per cent in much of Europe and over 30 per cent
.in North American, Japan, Australia and New Zealand. The university entrance
figure for Hong Kong' was subsequently raised to 2.8 per cent in 1985. Current
government policy is to boost the entrance figure to 5 per cent by 1989-90
(5,200 places), and to 8 per cent by 1994-95 (7,000 places). To meet these
targets, the government has asked the UPGC to study the possibility of further
expanding the two universities and to plan for the establishment or the third
university.
In the field of technical education at tertiary level, the provision also
falls far short. For example, in 1985, 25,753 applicants competed
for 3,577 places in the full time programme offered by the Hong Kong
Polytechnic. The ratio of application to enrolment is 7.2 to I. In addition
to the shortage of places for school leavers, there is also a significant
demand for second chance education and in-service training for adults in Kong
Kong. Clearly, the further education and training for the workforce is
especially important for the present and future development of industry,
commerce and social services. Yet current provision of part-time learning
drogranunes and in-service training' simply cannot keep pace with tne demand. m
1985, for example there was 2.24 qualified applicants for every part-time place
at the Hong Kong Polytechnic. It is also necessary, therefore, to improve and
expand second chance education on the post-secondary level in order to cooe wit
the demand.
In response to the mounting demand for tertiary education, the Goverumen
has increased places at the universities, upgraded Baptist College and
established the second polytechnic and the Vocational Training Council. It i-
nevertheless obvious that conventional institutions of higher learning cannot
expand indefinitely because of the inhibiting factors such as space, staffing
and resources. Like their counterparts in other societies, educators in Hong
Kong' have also invested effort and time to study the applicability of distance
education as a means of popularising' higher education in the local context.
Some Initia1 Considerations
It is clear that an effective way to develop distance education on
tertiary level is needed urgently in Hong' Kong. As already mentioned in
Chapter One, due to the factors of cost-effectiveness and limitations or
resources, it is not justifiable for this society to bear the initial high cost
involved in setting up a distance education university. Rather, a distance
study system which is an extension service of the conventional institutions
would be more practicable. Actually, in order to have a rapid
implementation, the development of a distance learning system within the present
course structure of existing' post-secondary institutions would be an immediate
solution. To increase the enrollment in the existing courses, the tertiary
institutions should provide alternative mode of attendance. While some stuhenr.s
attend full time, as previously, others can learn at a distance foliowing the
same course leading to the same degree award. Ine distance study
students will have to be selected along the same lines as the on-campus
students. Certainly, as the distance .learning' mode is not restricted by time
and space, educational opportunities will be more accessible. Moreover,
due 'to the limitation of resources, it is more advisable to develop those
courses which reflect the community needs. Therefore, it is necessary for each
institution to identify those courses with the greatest, need and assign a
priority order.
In order to ensure that there is no needless or wasteful1 duplication of
effort, the government should firstly assemble as soon as possible an
independent Distance Education Committee to coordinate the development of
distance education. Overseas experts and representatives of the local tertiary
institutions should be invited as members of the Committee. The Committee should
be bascially responsible for the general policy, such as admission criteria,
estimated cost, and academic standards. Secondly, based on the recommendations
of the Committee, the government should create a central Institute of Distance
Education which handle the design and administration of the distance learning
courses for all tertiary institutions. The design and production of the
distance learning materials should be undertaken by a team of academic staff,
instructional designers and media specialists. Course teems as utilized by the
t'KOU in the production of distance learning materials are sophisticated and
complex. In the initial stage of development it is not envisaged that the
course teams will be as complex as those of the UKOU. The full time academic
staff and educational technologists of the existing tertiary institutions could
contribute to the course production. However, as the production ol distance
learning materials require special knowledge and technique, relevant training
would be necessary. Since the academic staff are fully occupied by teaching and
research during the academic year, the production of course materials can be
carried out during the low academic periods such as the summer vacation.
Alternatively, the individual institutions can encourage their staff actively
involved in the production activities by reducing their teaching committment
over an academic vear.
The Implication of the UKQU Television Learning for hong Kong
From the experiences of distance education systems in other countries, the
production of effective learning materials is the primary and possibly the most
difficult task. This will certainly apply to the Hong Kong situation. As
distance education is a relatively new phenomenon in Hong Kong, it is worth
learning from the experiences of other successful distance education
institutions. Clearly, the UKOU is a well-known example which can give useful
guidelines for the development of distance learning courses in Hong Kong.
The UKOU is one of the distance education institutions which use
television extensively. Its experiences and strategies of using television
illustrate the particular strengths of this medium. As television is an
expensive and demanding resource, it is necessary to identify when television
can better contribute to learning and how 11 can be used effective1y. Without
doubt, the UKOU's strategies for the development of effective television
learning can provide insights and practical guidelines for the design of
distance learning materials in Hong Kong.
1ransmission Arrangement
Basic to the problem of television learning in distance education is the
transmission arrangements. The viewing rates of broadcasting television are
dependent on the prime transmission times and repeats. Ac the 1KCU, the
decline in viewing rates was not due to a drop in the quality or cne programmes
themselves, but to the loss of repeats and a steady deterioration in the
times offered by the BBC. The.lesson here is clear to us. If television is
used to facilitate student learning, we must first obtain agreement with the
television stations for popular transmission times and sufficient slots for each
programme to be broadcast twice in the same year.
The need to require great amounts of television transmission time is a
problem peculiar to the UKOU, which uses television as a component for a wide
range of courses. For Hong Kong, as the distance learning courses would be
limited to those which onlv reflect the community needs, the amount of
transmission time needed will be much less. On the other hand, distance learning
courses would be competing with general service needs and other educational and
specialised users for limited broadcasting' times. In this sense, the low
number of students on some of the distance learning' courses will not be
significant for the allocation of popular transmission time. Therefore,
although the transmission time needed will be less than that of the UKOU, the
low number of course students will not help to compete for peak transmission
time, which is most convenient for the working adult of Hong Kong.
]earning Television from Video
Due to the limited availability of transmission time, it will be more
advisable to use video technology to deliver television programmes r.o cho
students. The successful Video Loan Scheme at the LiiOU is a good example tot
Hong Kong. The audio-visual section in some or the pub Lie libraries
could distribute video tapes to the students. However, the extens ion of
the audio visual service to all public libraries would be necessary ror
the successful operation of at video loan scheme. in addition, since mosr.
students are unable to find an appropriate study environment at home, a
network of study centres equipped with video equipment would have to ho
provided. Unlike the UKOU, the distance involved in hong Kong is much
smaller so that travel to study centres for viewing' television materials
would not. present severe problems.
In order to fully exploit the educational advantages of video technology,
we can use video programmes instead of broadcasting materials recorded on video
tapes. It means that from the outset, we should design television programmes
which are intended to be viewed on video-cassettes. Although the television
programmes are designed for use primarily on video-cassettes, they can reach
the students through broadcast in off-peak hours. Even if the transmission time
is not convenient for the students, they could make video recording of the
programmes and view them anytime they like. Moreover, the existing audio
visual centres in tertiary institutions can contribute to the production of
video programmes. The audio visual centres concerned could charge marginal,
cost of providing the services. In this sense, the costing for video
programmes productions would be only actual, additional expenditure directly
incurred by extending the already existing services available in tertiary
institutions. It will not be necessary to pay an initial high cost for the
setting up of a production centre solely serving the distance learning
extension.
Skill of learning from Television
The UKOU has the problem of developing student's skill in learning from
television. The same could be said about distance learning courses in Hong. Kong.
V.' thout doubt, Hong Kong students have grown up in a television age but they
are not prepared to learn through television. Although they have experiences
in instructional television programmes during their primary and secondary
education, they do not know how to learn from television in a distance mode.
Therefore, the application of relevant strategies to help students to learn from
television is particularly necessary. In the first place, we can employ video
programmes for face-to-face sessions and group discussions. In this way, the
tutors can guide the students how to use television materials and the skills
for learning from television can be gradually developed. It follows that the
instructional staff needs to receive training on using television for
instructional purposes. In tertiary institutions, many academics have no
training, background or interest in using media for teaching. Few of them are
aware of the educational, potentials of television as an Instructional medium.
They are reluctant to invest effort and time to master the new skills required
for television to be used well. Consequently, this will be the major
constraint in using television materials effectively in the distance learni g
courses.
11nplication for Conventional Teaching'
The UKOU experiences can also provide implications for conventional.
university teaching if television materials are used to facilitate learning m
the classroom situation. In fact, in the existing university teaching, the
role of television is not crucial, it only provides enrichment. However, the
UKOU provides a successful example of using television to develop skills of
analysis, interpretation, evaluation and application. Therefore, the UKOU
experience could bring a new dimension to the role ot television as a
facilitator of learning in the local conventional context.
In conclusion, the UKOU does not rely entirely on television materia:'--,
nor as we recognize, does its teaching system provide a model for distance
learning' courses based on the existing course structure in conventional
tertiary institutions. Nevertheless, there are aspects of the uKON's
experiences of designing' and using; television programmes which must he taken
into account if television materials are ever to form a regular and important
part of study in our distance learning courses. Cleary, the UKOU strategies do
provide some guidelines, but we are sure that we should work out the strategic s
more appropriate to our own situation.
APPENDIX
The UKOU Television Programmes which are analysed in this thesis:
1. DE351 Peooie and Work
Management
2. DE353 Mass Communication and Socletv
Power of the Medium, The v
3. E321 Management in Education
Sidney Stringer- A Case Study in Management 1.
Sidney Stringer- A Case Study in Management 2
We have Consensus
I cannot negotiate
Atkinson College- Management in Crisis
4. E3'62 Cognitive Deve 1 opment: Language and Thinking from Dirth to Adolescene
Design for Science Teaching
5. S299 Genetics
Human Diversity
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